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ABSTRACT

With the rise in constructing using FRP reinforcement, owing to corrosion problems in steel- 

reinforced structures, there is a need for a system to resist lateral loads induced from wind and 

earthquake loads. The present study addressed the applicability of reinforced-concrete shear 

walls totally reinforced with glass-fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars to attain reasonable 

strength and drift requirements as specified in different codes. Four large-scale shear walls -  

one reinforced with steel bars (as reference specimen) and three totally reinforced with GFRP 

bars -  were constructed and tested to failure under quasi-static reversed cyclic lateral loading. 

The GFRP-reinforced walls had different aspect ratios covering the range of medium-rise 

walls. The reported test results clearly showed that properly designed and detailed GFRP- 

reinforced walls could reach their flexural capacities with no strength degradation, and that 

shear, sliding shear, and anchorage failures were not major problems and could be effectively 

controlled. The results also showed recoverable and self-centering behavior up to allowable 

drift limits before moderate damage occurred and achieved a maximum drift meeting the 

limitation of most building codes. Acceptable levels of energy dissipation accompanied by 

relatively small residual forces, compared to the steel-reinforced shear wall, were observed. 

Finite element simulation was conducted and the analyses captured the main features of 

behavior. Interaction of flexural and shear deformations of the tested shear walls was 

investigated. It was found that relying on the diagonal transducers tended to overestimate 

shear distortions by 30% to 50%. Correcting the results based on the use of vertical 

transducers was assessed and found to produce consistent results. Decoupling the flexural and 

shear deformations was discussed. Using GFRP bars as elastic material gave uniform 

distribution of shear strains along the shear region, resulting in shear deformation ranging 

from 15 to 20% of total deformation. The yielding of the steel bars intensified the shear strains 

at the yielding location, causing significant degradation in shear deformation ranging from 2 to 

40% of total deformation. The results obtained demonstrated significantly high utilization 

levels of such shear wall type, therefore, primary guidelines for seismic design of GFRP- 

reinforced shear wall in moderate earthquakes regions was presented, as no design guidelines 

for lateral load resistance for GFRP-reinforced walls are available in codes. The ultimate limit
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state was addressed by providing strength capacity that limit ductility demand to their safe 

flexural displacement capacity. The strength demands were derived from ground motion 

spectra using modification factors that depend on both the strength and energy absorption of 

the structure. Deformation capacity was derived by proposing new definitions for elastic 

(virtual yield) displacement and maximum allowable displacement. Strength modification 

factor was proposed based on the test results. The occurrence of “ virtual plastic hinge" for 

GFRP-reinforced shear walls was described providing new definitions convenient with the 

behavior of the GFRP-reinforced shear walls. “ Virtual plastic hinge” length was estimated 

based on observations and calculations. Subsequently, the experimental results were used to 

justify the proposed design procedure. The promising results could provide impetus for 

constructing shear walls reinforced with GFRP bars and constitute a step toward using GFRP 

reinforcement in such lateral-resisting systems.

Keywords: Concrete, GFRP bars, cyclic loads, hysteretic behavior, shear walls, deformation, 

energy dissipation, finite element, design, drift capacity, ductility index.
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L’utilisation grandissante des polymferes renforcds de fibres (PRF) dans le domaine de la 

construction et les problemes de corrosion des structures renforcees de barres d ’armature en 

acier demontre l ’utilite d ’un systeme de resistance des charges laterales induites par les 

charges du vent et les charges sismiques. Cette etude traite de 1 ’applicability de murs de 

cisaillement en beton arme de barres en polymdre renforcds de fibres de verre (PRFV) pour atteindre 

une resistance raisonnable et les exigences telles que specifies par les diffdrents codes. Quatre murs de 

cisaillement ei grande dchelle -  dont un mur renforcd par des barres d’acier (dchantillon de reference) et 

trois murs totalement renforces de barres en PRFV -  ont ete fabriques et testes jusqu’ci la rupture sous 

un chargement lateral cyclique. Les murs renforces de barres en PRFV avaient differents eiancements 

couvrant les gammes de murs k hauteur moyenne. Les resultats d’essais ont clairement montre que les 

murs renforces de PRFV peuvent atteindre leurs resistances en flexion sans aucune degradation. 

De plus, le cisaillement, le glissement et les ruptures d ’ancrage n ’ont pas ete des problemes 

majeurs et ont pu etre efficacement controles. Les resultats ont egalement montre un 

comportement recouvrable et auto-centrant jusqu’aux limites admissibles avant qu’un 

endommagement modere survienne et acheve une deviation maximale, repondant aux limites 

de la plupart des codes du batiment. Des niveaux acceptables de dissipation d ’energie, 

accompagnes de forces residuelles relativement faibles, en comparaison avec le mur de 

cisaillement arme d ’acier, ont ete observes. Une simulation par elements finis est mende et les 

analyses ont retenu les principales caracteristiques du comportement. L’interaction des 

deformations due k la flexion et au cisaillement des murs de cisaillement testes a ete etudide. II 

a dte trouvd que l ’appui sur les transducteurs diagonaux avait tendance a surestimer les 

distorsions de cisaillement de 30% a 50%. La correction des rdsultats basde sur 1’utilisation de 

transducteurs verticaux a dte dvalude et trouvde pour produire des rdsultats consistants. Le 

ddcouplage des deformations du a la flexion et au cisaillement est discute. L’utilisation des 

barres en PRFV comme matdriau dlastique a donnd une distribution uniforme des 

deformations de cisaillement tout le long de la region de cisaillement, resultant en une 

deformation de cisaillement comprise entre 15% et 20% de la deformation totale. La limite 

d ’dlasticite des barres d ’armatures d ’acier a intensifie les deformations de cisaillement, 

causant une degradation significative dans la deformation de cisaillement comprise entre 2%
iii
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et 40% de la deformation totale. Les resultats obtenus ont demontre des niveaux d’utilisation 

signiflcativement eleves de tel type de murs de cisaillement. Par consequent, un guide pour la 

conception sismique des murs de cisaillement renforces de PRFV dans des regions de 

sismicite moderee a ete presente, tant qu'il n ’y a pas de guides disponibles dans les codes sur 

la resistance a des charges laterales des murs renforces de PRFV. L’etat limite ultime a ete 

adresse en presentant une capacite de resistance qui limite la demande en ductilite a leur 

capacite de deplacement flexionnel securitaire. Les demandes en resistance ont ete derivees 

des spectres de mouvement de sols, en utilisant des facteurs de modification qui dependent a la 

fois de la resistance et de l ’absorption d ’energie de la structure. La capacite de deformation 

derivee par la proposition de nouvelles definitions du deplacement elastique (plasticite 

virtuelle) et le deplacement maximum disponible. Un facteur de modification de resistance est 

propose, en se basant sur les resultats des essais. L’apparition d ’une "rotule plastique 

virtuelle" pour les murs de cisaillement renforces de PRFV a ete decrite, tout en fournissant de 

nouvelles definitions convenables au comportement des murs de cisaillement renforces de 

PRFV. La longueur de la "rotule plastique virtuelle" est estimee en se referant aux 

observations et aux calculs. Subsequemment, les resultats experimentaux ont ete utilises pour 

justifier la procedure de conception proposee. Les resultats prometteurs ont pu fournir un elan 

pour la construction des murs de cisaillement renforces de barres en PRFV et ont constitue une 

etape vers 1’utilisation de renforcements en PRFV dans de tels systemes de resistance laterale.

Mots cles: beton, barres en PRFV, charges cycliques, comportement hysteresis, murs de 

cisaillement, deformation, energie de dissipation, elements finis, conception, capacite de 

derivation, indice de ductilite.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. General Background

Ensuring adequate stiffness in multistory buildings is important for resistance to lateral loads 

induced by wind or seismic events. Reinforced-concrete shear walls, which have high in-plane 

stiffness, have proven to provide excellent, cost-effective lateral resistance in comparison to 

other lateral-resisting systems (Cardenas et al. 1973, Wyllie et al. 1986, Fintel 1995). 

Compared to frame-type structures, shear-wall structures offer the advantages of less 

distortion and less damage to nonstructural elements.

That notwithstanding, climatic conditions under which large amounts of deicing salts are used 

during winter months generally hasten the corrosion of steel bars, causing deterioration of 

reinforced-concrete structures, especially bridges and multistory garages. Dealing with such 

conditions led to the need for alternative types of reinforcement to overcome corrosion 

problems. On the other hand, successful application of FRP-reinforcing bars as concrete 

reinforcement in a wide variety of construction elements has reached an acceptable level (ACI 

440 2007, fib Task Group 9.3 2007, ISIS Canada Design Manual No 3 2007). Because of the 

advantages of FRP bars, they have found their way into numerous construction elements such 

as beams, one-way and two-way slabs, and, recently, columns (Kassem et al. 2011, Bakis et al. 

2002, El-Salakawy et al. 2005, Sharbatdar and Saatcioglu 2009, Tobbi et al. 2012). 

Constructing a multistory building with adequate stiffness using FRP reinforcement calls for 

investigation into the behavior of shear walls totally reinforced with FRP. Unfortuntly, up to 

date, to the author’s knowledge, no investigation on adequately reinforcing shear walls with 

FRP have been done.

Therefore, this research intended to demonstrate that concrete shear walls reinforced with 

GFRP bars, as an alternative to steel bars, could achieve the reasonable strength and 

deformability requirements required in various applications.

1



2 Chapter 1: Introduction

1.2. Objectives and Scopes

This research project is the original experimental work on reinforcing shear walls with FRP 

bars. The test is in full-scale and aimed to experimentally approve the performance of concrete 

shear walls reinforced with glass-FRP bars, as an alternative to steel bars. The ability to 

achieve reasonable strength and deformability requirements is the main scope of this study. 

Numerical simulation for the tested walls is also conducted to assess for the experimental 

results. The experimental results permitted to examine interaction between the flexure and 

shear deformation for such walls. Furthermore, the research addressed the issues of reversed 

cyclic loading behavior of GFRP-reinforced shear wall to propose seismic design 

recommendations.

The objectives of this study have been summarized as follows;

1. Design the tested GFRP-reinforced shear walls with an adequate amount of distributed 

and concentrated reinforcement to ensure flexural domination and eliminate sliding 

and shear brittle failures.

2. Examine the achieved drift and energy dissipation and comparing to the steel- 

reinforced wall. In addition, investigate the failure progression for such walls.

3. Evaluate the ultimate load capacity calculated based on the plane sectional analysis and 

finite element analysis.

4. Assess methods to calculate realistic, rather than conventional, flexural and sheaf 

deformations in shear walls controlled by flexure.

5. Identify the influencing key design factors affecting the behavior and ultimate capacity 

of the GFRP-reinforced shear wall.
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1.3. Methodology

These objectives relied on a comprehensive experimental program involving four shear walls; 

three GFRP-reinforced shear walls with different aspect ratios covering the range of all 

medium-rise shear walls, and one steel-reinforced shear wall (as reference). The walls’ 

dimension and reinforcements are detailed to the minimum requirements of CSA A23.3 

(2004), CSA S806 (2012), ACI 318 (2008), and ACI 440.1R (2006), when applicable.

The research program was conducted in a combined experimental and analytical study to 

achieve the research objectives through the following aspects;

1. Plane sectional analysis was carried out -  based on actual material properties -  to 

predict the ultimate lateral load of the tested walls. The analysis was based on strain 

compatibility, internal force equilibrium, and the controlling mode of failure.

2. Experimental study was conducted to examine strength and deformability of the 

proposed GFRP-reinforced shear walls subjected to quasi-static reversed cyclic loads.

3. The experimental results were analyzed regarding failure progression, strength, lateral 

drift and deformability, stiffness degradation, and energy dissipation.

4. Numerical simulations of the w all’s response were performed with two-dimensional 

finite element analysis program (VecTor2; Wong and Vecchio 2002) to predict the 

w all’s response under monotonic (push-over) and reversed cyclic loadings.

5. Based on the experimental and numerical simulation results, an attempt has been made 

to determine the effect of each mode of deformation on the total displacement of the 

wall specimens by separately calculating the flexural and shear deformations.

6. Propose a conceptual seismic design method for GFRP-reinforced shear walls based on 

the drift capacity of the wall.



4 Chapter 1: Introduction

1.4. Thesis Outlines

Chapter 1 of this thesis presented background information on the research topic, the objectives 

of the research project, and the methodology that was adopted. Chapter 2 is the literature 

review reporting on past seismic experimental work on reinforced concrete shear walls in 

addition to background of reinforcing with FRP bars. Details of the experimental program and 

the design of the wall specimens are given in Chapter 3.

The subsequent three chapters respectively correspond to five technical papers that have either 

been accepted or submitted for publication in scientific journals:

Chapter 4 (Paper 1): Mohamed, N., Farghaly, A. S., Benmokrane, B., and Neale, K. W., 2013, 
“Experimental Investigation of Concrete Shear Walls Reinforced with Glass-Fiber- 
Reinforced Bars under Lateral Cyclic Loading,” Journal o f Composites for 
Construction, ASCE, (Accepted 6 May 2013).

Chapter 5 (Paper 2): Mohamed, N., Farghaly, A. S., Benmokrane, B., and Neale, K. W., 2013, 
“Flexure and Shear Deformation of GFRP-Reinforced Shear W alls,” Journal o f 
Composites for Construction, ASCE, (Accepted 25 September 2013).

(Paper 3): Mohamed, N., Farghaly, A. S., Benmokrane, B., and Neale, K. W., 2013, 
“Numerical Simulation of Mid-Rise Concrete Shear Walls Reinforced with GFRP 
Bars Subjected to Lateral Displacement Reversals,” Engineering Structures, 
Elsevier (submitted 19 September 2013)

Chapter 6 (Paper 4): Mohamed, N., Farghaly, A. S., Benmokrane, B., and Neale, K. W., 2013, 
“Drift Capacity Based Design for GFRP-Reinforced Shear Walls: Seismic 
Parameters,” ACI Structural Journal, (submitted 22 May 2013).

(Paper 5): Mohamed, N., Farghaly, A. S., Benmokrane, B., and Neale, K. W., 2013, 
“Drift Capacity Based Design for GFRP-Reinforced Shear Walls: Design Concept,” 
ACI Structural Journal, (submitted 22 May 2013).

The content of these three chapters can be summarized as follows:

Chapter 4 addresses the applicability of reinforced-concrete shear walls totally reinforced 

with GFRP bars to attain reasonable strength and drift requirements as specified in different 

codes. The reported test results clearly show that properly designed and detailed GFRP- 

reinforced walls could reach their flexural capacities and achieving a maximum drift meeting 

the limitation of most building codes. Acceptable levels of energy dissipation, compared to the
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steel-reinforced wall, were observed. The promising results can provide impetus for 

constructing shear walls reinforced with GFRP and constitute a step toward using GFRP 

reinforcement in such lateral-resisting systems.

Chapter 5 investigates the interaction of flexural and shear deformations of tested shear walls. 

Finite element simulation is conducted and the analyses captured the main features of 

behavior. It was found that relying on the diagonal transducers tended to overestimate shear 

distortions by 30% to 50%. Correcting the results based on the use of vertical transducers was 

assessed and found to produce consistent results. Decoupling the flexural and shear 

deformations is discussed. Using elastic material gave uniform distribution of shear strains 

along the shear region, resulting in shear deformation ranging from 15% to 20% of total 

deformation. The yielding of the steel bars intensified the shear strains at the yielding location, 

causing significant degradation in shear deformation ranging from 2% to 40% of total 

deformation.

Chapter 6 summarizes the design principles for steel reinforced shear walls for drift capacity 

and ductility of shear walls. Primary guidelines for seismic design of a slender FRP-reinforced 

shear wall in moderate earthquakes regions is presented. The procedure can be used to design 

FRP-reinforced wall to have adequate drift capacity limited to shear walls dominated by a 

flexural failure mode. Evaluations of experimental tests assessed the design procedure and 

provided a proposed value for force reduction factor. This study also presents a critical review 

of the assumptions that were used to calculate ductility in FRP members and the need for more 

reasonable ductility index for evaluation of the ductility of FRP reinforced concrete sections.

The last Chapter of the thesis, Chapter 7, presents a general conclusion of the results obtained 

from the experiments and analyses with respect to the problems and observations discussed 

throughout the thesis in addition to recommendation for future work.



Chapter 1: Introduction



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Reinforcing with FRP Bars

Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) reinforcement is one of the most promising new developments 

for concrete structures. The application of FRP reinforcement is becoming increasingly 

important in construction industry as well as having great potential in many areas. FRPs offer 

the designer an outstanding combination of properties not available in other materials. The use 

of these composites for special applications in construction is highly attractive and cost 

effective due to improved durability, reduced life cycle maintenance costs, saving from easier 

transportation and improved on-site productivity, and low relaxation characteristics. In 

addition, fatigue strength as well as fatigue damage tolerance of many FRP composites are 

excellent. Because of their advantages over conventional materials, FRPs have found their 

way into numerous construction applications (Erki and Rizkalla 1993).

One of the main issues that have to be examined is the strength and deformability of concrete 

shear walls reinforced with FRP bars, due to the linear stress-strain behavior of the FRP 

reinforcements. Therefore, as studying FRP-reinforced concrete shear walls, the properties of 

FRP bars should be discussed.

2.2. Types of FRP Bars

Since the early applications, many FRP materials with different types of fibers have been 

developed (Figure 2.1). These fibers include aramid, carbon and glass fibers. The main 

affecting properties investigated to achieve the best FRP bar for longitudinal and transverse 

reinforcement of shear walls are; tension, compression, shear, deformability, and anchorage 

properties.

Glass fibers are the most common FRP bars of all reinforcing fibers. GFRP bars are available 

in different sizes, ranging from 6 mm to 25 mm in diameter; i.e. from No.2 to No.8 bars.

7
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GFRP bars have a sand coated external layer, a mold deformation layer, or a helically wound 

spiral fiber layer, to create rough surface. The longitudinal strength of GFRP bars is bar size 

dependent; due to the material used in deferent bar size and shear lag. The strength of GFRP 

decreases as the diameter increase. The tensile strength of GFRP bars range between 675- 

MOO MPa. While the modulus of elasticity is ranging from 40 GPa to over 60 GPa, and the 

ultimate strain is in range 1.3 -  2.1%.

Glass-fiber-reinforced-polymer (GFRP) bar is a viable option as reinforcement in concrete 

structures, particularly when corrosion resistance or electromagnetic transparency is sought. 

However, the behavior of GFRP bar in compression members is a relevant issue that still 

needs to be addressed.

The principal advantages of GFRP bars are (1) low cost, (2) high tensile strength, (3) high 

chemical resistance, and (4) excellent insulating properties. Notwithstanding, the 

disadvantages are (1) relatively low tensile modulus that can be as low as 1/3 of the value of 

carbon-FRP, (2) GFRP bar is sensitive to abrasion, (3) GFRP bar has relatively low fatigue 

resistance in comparison with the CFRP bar, (4) GFRP bar may suffer from alkalinity.

Figure 2.1 -  FRP straight and spiral bars
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2.3. Properties of FRP Bars

2.3.1. General

FRP materials are anisotropic and are characterized by high tensile strength with no yielding 

only in the direction of the reinforcing fibers. This anisotropic behavior affects the shear 

strength and dowel action of FRP bars, as well as their bond performance. Design procedures 

should account for a lack of deformability in concrete reinforced with FRP bars. The RC 

member reinforced with FRP bars is designed based on its required strength and then checked 

for serviceability and ultimate state criteria (e.g. crack width, deflection, fatigue and creep 

rupture endurance). In many instances, serviceability criteria may control the design.

The effects of the differences in mechanical characteristics of FRP and steel had to be 

considered, when considering FRP as reinforcements during cyclic loading as case in wind 

and earthquakes. These differences include FRP’s lack of ductile behavior from the essentially 

linear elastic stress-strain relationship of the materials until rupture, lower modulus of 

elasticity, and higher ultimate strength, resulting in significantly different stiffness, damping, 

and hysteretic behavior in dissipating seismic energy. Besides, considerations had to be given 

on using high amount of FRP may lead to brittle failure which is unfavorable in reinforced 

concrete structures.

2.3.2.Tensile Strength

The most important mechanical property of FRP bars is their axial tensile strength. Generally, 

various factors affect the tensile strength of FRP bars. The most significant factors are fiber- 

volume friction that is defined as the ratio of the volume of fiber to the overall volume of the 

bar over the unit length. Bar manufacturing process, quality control and rate of resin curing 

also affect tensile strength (ACI 440.1R 2006). Moreover, the tensile strength is function of 

FRP diameter. Due to shear lag, fibers located near the center of cross section are not subject 

to the same stress as those fibers oriented near the outer surface of FRP (ACI 440.1R 2006). 

This phenomenon results in reduced strength and efficiency in larger diameter bars where FRP 

bars may fail by one of the following failure modes; (1) tensile rupture of fibers, (2) matrix
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tensile rupture causing separation of the fibers from the matrix, (3) combination of 

fiber/matrix interfacial shear failure, (4) matrix shear failure causing longitudinal splitting 

(debonding along the fiber/matrix interface).

The tensile behavior of FRP is characterized by a linear elastic stress-strain curve up to failure 

(Figure 2.2). Linear elastic response up to failure with low failure strains, a lack in yield 

plateau with a general lack of ductility, brittle failure, very high tensile strength and relatively 

low modulus of elasticity, these are the main mechanical properties of FRP bars. Table 2.1 

shows typical tensile properties of different FRP bars compared with steel bar properties.

CFRP

A FRP

GFRP

5 21) 2510 15

Strain e (xtO')

Figure 2.2 -  Stress-strain curves of FRP and steel materials

Table 2.1 -  Usual tensile properties of reinforcing bars (ACI 440.1R-06)

Properties Steel GFRP CFRP AFRP

Yield stress MPa 276 to 517 N/A N/A N/A

Tensile strength MPa 483 to 690 483 to 1600
600 to 

3690
1720 to 2540

Elastic modulus GPa 200 35 to 51 120 to 580 41 to 125

Yield strain % 0.14 to 0.25 N/A N/A N/A

Rupture strain % 6.0 to 12.0 1.2 to 3.1 0.5 to 1.7 1.9 to 4.4
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2.3.3. Compressive Strength

Design parameters in compression are not addressed since the use of FRP rebars in this 

instance is discouraged in many codes. Except for JSCE, current guidelines and codes of 

practice such as ACI 440 and CSA S6-06 (CHBDC), do not recommend the use of FRP bars 

as reinforcement in compression. Meanwhile, few studies stated that columns reinforced with 

GFRP bars behaved very similar to the conventional steel reinforced columns (Tobbi et al. 

2012). Mallick (2008) concluded that the compressive strength of GFRP bars was found 55% 

lower than the tensile strength and the compressive modulus of elasticity of GFRP bars was 

approximately 80% of the tensile modulus.

Kobayashi and Fujisaki (1995) tested AFRP, CFRP, and GFRP bars in compression. The ends 

of specimens were cast in concrete blocks and the unbraced length was 5 mm. Experimental 

results showed that the compressive strengths of the AFRP, CFRP, and GFRP rebars were 10, 

30-50, and 30-40% of their tensile strengths, respectively. Meanwhile, when using grid type 

GFRP, it showed almost the same capacity as tensile capacity. In addition, FRP bars under 

reversal cyclic loading experimental work take place in range between 85% of tensile strength 

and 85% of compressive strength under one way loading a maximum of 10-30 reversed 

cycles. The experimental results showed that, the compressive strength of the GFRP and 

AFRP rebars were significantly reduced under cyclic loads, where a reduction of 20-50% of 

compression capacity was observed. While CFRP bars showed no influence of cyclic loading.

Deitz et al. (2003) tested forty five GFRP ribbed bars with different lengths under 

compression. The ends of the specimens were partially restrained with a threaded steel rod. 

The experimental results showed that there were three distinct failure modes depending on the 

unbraced length. The first failure mode was a crushing failure of separating glass fibers from 

the resin matrix and buckled individually. This failure mode was observed for bars with 

unbraced length 50-110 mm. This mode of failure gave wide scatter results of ultimate 

compressive strength with minimum of 50% of the ultimate tensile strength. The second 

failure mode was pure buckling were the resin matrix and fibers buckled as a single entity. 

This failure was exhibited by specimens with unbraced length from 210 to 380 mm and 

resulted in compressive strength much lower than the first failure mode depending on the
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buckling length. The third failure mode was for specimens with length ranging from 110 to 

210 mm and failed in a combination of crushing and buckling.

Alsyaed et al. (2000) investigated the effect of replacing longitudinal and transverse steel bars 

by equal amount of GFRP in columns. It was reported that longitudinal GFRP reduced the 

axial capacity of columns by 13% average. In case of replacing steel stirrups with GFRP, 

irrespective to the type of longitudinal reinforcement, reduced the axial capacity of columns 

by about 10%, and had no influence on load-deflection response of columns up to 80% of the 

column ultimate capacity.

De Luca et al. (2009) presented an experimental testing of five full-scale square GFRP and 

steel reinforced concrete columns under pure axial load. The results showed that, the average 

stress reached about 90% of average concrete strength when the maximum load was reached. 

Also it was reported that the tie spacing played a relevant role in term of ductility. Brittle 

failure was observed with 305 mm tie spacing GFRP, while with 76 mm tie spacing the failure 

mode was ductile. The failure mechanism was initiated by vertical cracks, followed by lateral 

deflection of vertical bars resulting in spoiling of the concrete cover, then by crushing of 

concrete core and fracture of vertical reinforcing bars.

2.3.4. Flexure Properties

Although the flexural strength value is based on the maximum tensile stress, it does not reflect 

the true tensile strength of the material, i.e. there are difference between tensile strength and 

flexural strength of FRP bar. This is due to several considerations, first is that the maximum 

fiber stress may not always occur at the outermost layer of the bar, which may cause splitting 

between fiber layers. Besides, under flexure, normal stress and shear stress are both presented, 

and shear can be quite significant in FRP bars which can reduce the flexure resistance of bar. 

Compared with a steel-reinforced section with equal areas of longitudinal reinforcement, a 

cross section using FRP flexural reinforcement after cracking has a smaller depth to the 

neutral axis because of the lower axial stiffness, which is because of reinforcement area and 

the lower modulus of elasticity. Therefore, the compression region of the cross section is 

reduced, and the crack widths are wider.
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Failure of flexural member reinforced with FRP can be caused by FRP rupture or concrete 

crushing (CSA S806-12). FRP reinforced member under flexure loads behave similar to the 

conventional steel reinforced one. According to designing codes, FRP reinforced flexural 

member may be designed using the ultimate design method for over reinforced sections, 

assuming plane section remains and full compatibility between concrete and FRP bars. 

However, the deflection at service loads and crack width may control the design. ACI 440.1R 

(2006) recommends a large amount of FRP reinforcement to be provided in the tension zone 

of flexural members in order to obtain compression failure mode which is the most ductile 

failure mode, as well as, for controlling crack width and deflection. CSA S6 (2006) 

recommends that the moment of resistance of flexure member cross section reinforced with 

FRP should be at least 50% greater than the cracking moment, to avoid brittle failure.

2.3.5.Shear Properties

Typical shear failure modes that can occur in steel-reinforced concrete members are diagonal 

tension failure, shear compression failure, and failure by crushing of the concrete struts. The 

FRP shear elements can fail due to either a dowel action rupture or a concentration of stress at 

a corner .in the reinforcement (Hegger et al. 2009).

Zhao et al. (1995) argued that flexural capacity of FRP reinforced beams can be predicted by 

the ordinary beam theory, however, the shear behavior of these beams are different from those 

reinforced with steel reinforcement. Besides, using design equations taking into account of the 

ratio of the elastic modulus of FRP to that of steel cannot be applied to the stirrup contribution 

because FRP does not show the yield phenomenon. The experimental investigation done by 

Zhao (1995) shows that, when shear compression failure was dominant, the higher stiffness of 

stirrups resulted in higher shearing capacity with smaller stirrup stain at the ultimate.

Guadagnini et al. (2006) conducted twelve steel and FRP reinforced beams with different 

shear span to depth ratios to investigate the shear behavior of beams. The main conclusion was 

that similar shear failure modes were developed in GFRP reinforced beams and in steel 

reinforced beams, suggesting that the shear carrying mechanisms are mobilized in a similar
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manner. Furthermore, maximum strain values, ranging from 10,000 pa to 20,000 pe for GFRP 

and 8,000 pe to 10,000 pe for CFRP, were recorded in the shear reinforcement.

CSA S6 (2006) and ACI 440.1R (2006), both design the FRP-reinforced concrete member 

similar to that of steel-reinforced concrete members by Vr=Vc+Vsl where both aggregate 

interlock and dowel action are neglected. Vst = Vs or Vfrp shear force resisted by stirrups 

according to the type of stirrups. In CSA S6 (2006), Vcis same as for steel reinforced section 

multiplied with the ratio of the elastic modulus of FRP to that of steel. While in ACI 440.1R 

(2006), Vc is modified by the factor ([5/2] A), which accounts for the axial stiffness of the FRP 

reinforcement. Vfrp is calculated by limiting the stresses in FRP shear reinforcement to control 

shear crack widths and maintain shear integrity of the concrete and to avoid failure at the bent 

portion. The stress in FRP was depending on the stirrup diameter or the tail length or the 

reinforcement ratio of longitudinal reinforcement.

2.3.6. Fatigue Properties

The fatigue properties of a material represent its response to cyclic loading, which in common 

occur in many applications. It is well known that any material lost its strength under cyclic 

load. The cycle to fail depends on different variables such as stress level, stress state, mode of 

cycling, process history, material composition, and environment conditions. The fatigue 

process in FRP involves several damage modes, including fiber/matrix debonding, matrix 

cracking, delamination and fiber fracture. The elastic properties of FRP, in particular the 

stiffness, are affected by this fatigue damage and are gradually decreased.

The fatigue behavior of fiber reinforced composites is quite different from the one imposed by 

metals, which fatigue failure generally occurs by the initiation and propagation of a single 

crack. Fatigue damage can start very early after a few hundred of loading cycles (Mallick 

2008). Due to the stiffness degradation, load is transferred from damaged areas to neighboring 

undamaged areas and hence stress redistribution occurs and accordingly degradation in 

residual strength takes place. In a later stage more serious types of damage appear, such as 

fiber breakage and unstable delamination growth, leading to accelerated decline and final 

failure.
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Katz (1998) studied the behavior of helically-wrap GFRP subjected to tension, the results 

showed that the fiber could develop tension or compression stresses under tensile load, 

depending on the winding step size of the helical fiber and the Poisson coefficient of the rod. 

When the rod was subjected to cyclic loading, extensive damage was caused to the 

longitudinal fibers by lateral load imposed by the helical fiber, which led to a premature 

failure of the rod. An experimental study on the fatigue behavior of helically-wrap GFRP rods 

showed that the longitudinal fibers in the region underneath the helical fiber fractured locally 

by local failure of the longitudinal fibers directly under the helical ones, while the other fibers 

in the core rupture in various lengths under direct tension. Other types of rods, without helical 

wrapping, survived large numbers of cyclic loadings without failure. Paepegem and Degrieck

(2004) reported that tensile loading is less serious than compressive one, as fibers support the 

majority of the applied load. In compression, damage was observed due to local buckling.

2.3.7. Deformability

Deformability is important to ensure large deformations and providing warning of impending 

failure and is obviously important in seismic where the ability to absorb energy is of prime 

importance. Deformability is a measure of how much deformation or strain a material can 

withstand before breaking.

In steel reinforced structures, deformability (ductility) is defined as the ratio of post yield 

deformation to yield deformation which it usually comes from steel. Due to the linear-strain- 

stress relationship of FRP bars, the traditional definition of deformability can not be applied to 

structures reinforced with FRP reinforcement. Several methods, such as the energy based 

method and the deformation based method have been proposed to calculate the deformability 

index for FRP reinforced structures; as follows:

2.3.7.1. Energy based approach

In this approach, deformability is defined as the ratio between the elastic energy and the total 

energy. Naaman and Jeong (1995) proposed the following equation to compute ductility index
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(2 . 1)

where E, is the total energy computed as the area under the load deflection curve; and Ee is the 

elastic energy. The elastic energy was computed as the area of the triangle formed at failure

Displacement

Figure 2.3 -  Naaman and Jeong’s definition of deformability index

2 .3 .7 .2 . Deformation based approach

The deformation based approach was first introduced by Jaeger et al. (1995). It takes into 

account the strength effect as well as the deflection (or curvature) effect on the deformability. 

Both the strength factor and the deflection (or curvature) factor are defined as the ratio of 

moment or deflection (or curvature) values at ultimate to the values corresponding to the 

concrete compressive strain of 0.001. The strain of 0.001 is considered the beginning of 

inelastic deformation of concrete.

deformability factor = strength factor x deflection (or curvature) factor

load by a line having the weighted average slope of the two initial straight lines of the load 

deflection curve, as shown in Figure 2.3.

•OA S= [P,s,+ (P2-Pi) S2] /P2
Q n _  it  . u

strength factor =
moment at ultimate

moment at concrete strain of 0.001

deflection factor =
deflection at ultimate

deflection at concrete strain of 0.001
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curveture at ultimate
curvature factor = -------------------------------- -------------

curveture at concrete strain of 0.001

Tighiouart et al. (1998) found that the deformability indices computed by the curvature factor 

demonstrated more consistent comparison to those computed by deflection factor. Although 

there are different ways to calculate the deformability index, deformability can no doubt be 

defined as the ability to absorb the inelastic energy without losing its load capacity.

CSA S6 (2006), based on the work of Jaeger et al. (1995) assesses the deformability of FRP- 

strengthened sections with a performance factor equal to

^ 0.001 00.001

where M  and 0 are the beam moment and curvature and the subscripts u refer to the ultimate

state, and 0.001 refer to the service state that corresponds to a concrete maximum compressive 

strain o f 0.001. This performance factor must be greater than 4 for rectangular sections and 

greater than 6 for T-sections.

Wang and Belarbi (2005) argued that to increase the deformability of beams reinforced with 

FRP bars by two approaches, one is by using hybrid FRP rebars, which were found in previous 

studies that their deformability index are close to that of beams reinforced with steel, but this 

approach is limited in application due to its complicity and high cost of manufacturing. The 

other approach is to improve the property of concrete with use of over reinforcement so that 

failure is in concrete crush rather than by bar rupture.

Sharbatdar and Saatcioglu (2009) and Deitz et al. (2003) suggested different approach to 

prevent brittle failure. By designing concrete sufficiently confined and the section is over

reinforced with FRP bars, this allows concrete crushing at ultimate prior to the tension failure 

of FRP, as opposed to conventional design concept used for steel reinforced sections, and 

satisfy more ductility to the member.

The fib (2001) notes that, if the design is governed by the serviceability limit state (SLS), the 

amount of FRP provided to the structure may be considerably higher than what is needed for
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the ultimate limit state (ULS). In this case, it may be difficult to fulfill deformability 

requirements.

2.3.8. Damping

The damping property of a material represents its capacity to reduce the transmission of 

vibration caused by mechanical disturbances to a structure. Fiber reinforced composites, in 

general, have a higher damping factor than metals. However, its value depends on a number of 

factors, including fiber and resin types, and stacking sequence. Damping is measured by 

damping factor; r\\ a high value of r\ is desirable to reduce the amplitude of vibration in 

structure. GFRP has damping factor equal, r\ = 0.0070, while CFRP damping factor equal; v\ =

0.0157 (Mallick 2008).
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2.4. Steel-Reinforced Shear Walls

Concrete structural walls provide a cost effective way to resist lateral loads generated by wind 

and earthquakes and thus they are frequently incorporated as the primary lateral load resisting 

system in buildings. Structural walls have a high in-plane stiffness, which helps decreasing the 

structural damage by limiting the drift during seismic events. Many researchers, Fintel (1995) 

and Paulay (1988), reported excellent earthquake performance of shear wall type building 

structures. Compared to frame-type structures, advantages of shear wall structures were less 

distortions and less damage on non-structural elements that reinforced walls have the capacity 

to withstand severe earthquakes. These claims were substantiated by observations from post

earthquake investigations such as in Chile 1985 minor damage due to extensive use of non- 

ductile shear walls was observed; Wyllie et al. (1986), as shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 -  Failure of shear wall observed after Chilean earthquake 1985 (Wyllie et al. 1986).
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In seismic design of buildings, the life safety of the occupants is of vital importance. For loads 

representative of wind or small frequent earthquakes, steel-reinforced shear walls are typically 

designed to respond in an elastic manner. However, during larger, less frequent earthquakes, 

the shear walls in seismic regions are required to resist lateral loads while deforming in a 

ductile manner (i.e., allowing the wall to deform beyond its yield limit without experiencing 

any significant reduction in strength), thereby dissipating seismic energy imparted by an 

earthquake and preventing structural collapse. The ductile response of an RC structure can be 

ensured, by allowing it to response in a manner dominated by inelastic flexural yielding of 

carefully detailed plastic hinges and inhibiting other non-ductile failure modes such as shear 

failure (i.e., diagonal tension or compression failure), sliding failure, and bond failure of 

reinforcement in lap splices. In order to study the behavior of shear walls and its failure 

modes, a review of affecting parameters on shear wall behavior will be discussed as it relates 

to wall response.

2.5. Parameters Affecting Shear Walls Strength

To study the Shear wall behavior requires identification of the parameters that influence wall 

behavior. These parameters will be discussed, also their effect on mechanism of load 

resistance, and failure modes.

2.5.1. Wall Aspect Ratio

One of the main governing parameters of shear wall behavior is the aspect ratio which is 

simply defined as the height-to-length ratio (/>„//*). In moderate or high rise buildings, tall 

walls are used and can be treated as ordinary reinforced concrete cantilever beam-column. In 

such steel reinforced walls it is relatively easy to ensure developing adequate ductility as 

flexural behavior is dominated. In low rise buildings, squat wall type is used. These are 

characterized by a small height-to-length ratio h»/lw. The potential flexural strength of such 

walls is large in comparison to lateral forces. Because of small height, relatively large shearing 

forces must be generated to develop the flexural strength at the base. Therefore, the behavior 

of squat shear wall is dominated by shear as they are strongly affected by shear, and have 

more difficulty developing the required energy dissipation. This is due to high shear forces
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associated with low aspect ratios may result in diagonal tension, compression or sliding shear 

failures prior to development of flexure capacity. Shear failure in walls is a brittle failure mode 

and reduce inelastic deformability, which is essential in energy dissipation.

A large proportion of the walls constructed in the U.S. and Canada are classified as medium- 

rise walls; with wall height-to length aspect ratios {h^Q  typically between 2 and 4 (Jiang and 

Kurama 2010), where both nonlinear flexural and nonlinear shear deformations significantly 

contribute to the lateral response.

2.5.2. Boundary Element

Boundary elements are often presented to allow effective anchorage of transverse beams. Even 

without beams, they are often provided to accommodate the principal flexural reinforcement, 

to provide stability against lateral buckling, and to enable more effective confinement of the 

compressed concrete in potential plastic hinges. Boundary elements may consist of 

concentrated reinforcement at ends o f walls or may be flanged walls. Flanged walls are shown 

to exhibit ductility to web walls when flanged walls are in compression. Code provisions give 

limits for the effective width of flanged walls to be considered effective. Meanwhile, 

concentrated reinforcement boundary elements are often used in shear walls which prevent 

possible instability especially where yield of reinforcement and high compressive strains in 

concrete are expected; i.e. hinge regions at both ends of the wall.

Boundary elements may act as a frame with the shear wall which influences the load carrying 

capacity, the failure mode and the behavior of shear wall. This frame action was investigated 

to provide a mode of failure that was gradual rather than sudden or catastrophic.

2.5.3.Construction Joint

Horizontal construction joints in shear wall may become the weakest link in the chain of 

resistance and is considered a poor energy dissipater. From previous experimental works it 

was found that, the possibility of failure by sliding shear is feature of shear walls, especially 

with construction joints poorly prepared, as large shear stresses were transferred across crack
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by means of shear friction (Paulay 1977). Accordingly, construction joints are subject to axial 

compression or tension and bending moments beside shear forces. Therefore, to ensure 

structural resistance of walls and ensure energy dissipation, it is relevant to provide sufficient 

reinforcement across a construction joint (Paulay 1977).

2.5.4. Horizontal and Vertical Reinforcement

It is recommended in different codes; CSA and ACI, which minimum horizontal 

reinforcement should be provided, although the horizontal reinforcement does not contribute 

to shear strength in walls with aspect ratio 0.5 and less, however, the horizontal reinforcement 

and the vertical reinforcement are effective in producing more distributed cracking pattern and 

in reducing crack width (Barda et al. 1977). Moreover, transverse reinforcement is a main 

parameter that affects confinement of the shear w all’s web. According to widely held research, 

increasing the ratio of transverse reinforcement increases both strength and ductility of 

confined concrete.

2.5.5. Foundation of Shear Walls

One of the most critical regions of shear walls is the base of the wall. The foundation must be 

capable of resisting the associated overturning moment. In order to provide adequate design 

for such foundations, there are basic problems must be taken into considerations;

•  Anchorage of shear wall: the shear wall had to be well anchored to the foundation to resist 

sliding shear and overturning effects due to lateral loads on the wall.

•  Overturning on foundation: this had to be taken into consideration by performing the 

analysis of overturning moment with the safety factors resulting from the dead loads and 

passive soil pressure.

• Horizontal sliding: had to be resisted by foundation.

• Maximum soil pressure: caused by combination of vertical loads and moment.
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2.6. Behavior of Shear Wall

Shear walls under quasi-static cyclic lateral loading exhibit behavior that is different from 

those of beams, columns, and deep beams. The difference stems from geometry, boundary 

condition, and loading. Shear walls differ from columns as they are generally thin members 

that may be classified according to the shear span of either beam or deep beam. Meanwhile 

shear walls differ from beams and deep beams as loads applied are normally distributed along 

floor lines and not concentrated at certain points as the case of beams or deep beams.

2.6.1. Flexure Behavior

Flexural behavior of wall, representing in Figure 2.5, under combined flexure and axial forces 

has two equilibrium equations; Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4, and a strain compatibility relationship; 

presented in Eq.2.5, to enable flexural strength to be determined. The approach for walls is 

generalized by the three equations from 1 to n layers of reinforcement. However, if the neutral 

axis is in the web rather than the boundary element, the center of compression of Cc will not 

be at mid-depth of equivalent rectangular compression stress block. If much higher 

compression strain is required to exhibit more ductility, concrete cover in compression region 

had to be ignored when analyzing to obtain flexural strength.

Cc + £  4 ,  fSi =  P, w h ere  Cc - a  fc'ab (2.3)

M ,=Cc c —  
2 + E 4 , 4 ( c - * , ) + ^ —  c 

v2 /
(2.4)

e ,=£si cu

c -  X, (2.5)

As the distribution of reinforcement can not readily be represented when starting design 

procedure, this makes the calculation of flexural strength of walls more tedious than beams 

and columns. Therefore, flexural strength of walls is often estimated using design charts or 

using a computer program.
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Figure 2.5 -  Equilibrium of wall section under flexural and axial loads

It is considered that yielding of the flexure reinforcement is a good source of hysteretic 

damping. In high-rise walls, yielding can be restricted to the base of the wall where plastic 

hinge may occur. However, concrete is a brittle material which should not normally be 

considered as a significant contributor to the energy dissipation. To ensure the desired 

ductility, internal forces in the potential plastic hinge region should be allocated to the 

reinforcement.
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2.6.2. Shear Behavior

Shear strength of the shear wall may be seriously affected by the axial tension generated by 

induced overturning moment. The gravity load of the wall may not be enough to suppress the 

induced internal tension and as a result diagonal cracks may form at an angle steeper than 45° 

to the vertical axis of the wall. To ensure that premature diagonal compression failure will not 

occur in the wall before the onset yielding of shear reinforcement, the nominal shear stress 

needs to be limited, especially where cyclic effect and ductility demands must be taken into 

account (Paulay and Priestley 1995).

Shear strength of a wall is combination of the contribution of concrete to shear strength ( V,c) 

and contribution of shear reinforcement (Ps), derived from;

V„=VC+VS (2.6)

The contribution of concrete is defined as follows;

Vc= vcb d  (2.7)

where vc is the concrete shear stress and is calculated as follows;

vc =0.27y[7̂ ' + Nu/4Ag (2.8)

or in plastic hinge regions as follows;

vc = 0.6jN J A g (2.9)

The contribution of shear reinforcement, based on truss models with 45° diagonal strut, is 

Vs = A f y(d/s) (2.10)

Because flexural cracks and diagonal cracks usually merge, yielding of the vertical 

reinforcement causes an increase of the width of the diagonal cracks. Consequently a major 

component of the shear resisting mechanism of the concrete, aggregate interlock, diminishes 

and with the progressive of high intensity reversed cyclic loading, more shear is transferred to
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shear reinforcement; i.e. horizontal reinforcement. When the full strength of shear wall is 

developed, plastic hinges are formed at the base.

The combination of flexure and axial tension causes yielding in the flexural (vertical) wall 

reinforcement to spread over a considerable height of the wall. The spread of yield can be 

enhanced by subsequent large displacements during cyclic reversed loading. Shear resistance 

after inelastic shear displacements can be attained only when the subsequent imposed 

displacement is larger than the largest previously encountered displacement. The detrimental 

effect of shear increases with the magnitude of the shear stresses, the reduction of the axial 

compression on the wall, and the reduction of the height-to-length ratio of the wall.

2.6.3. Ductility

To minimize major damage in buildings, structures must be capable of sustaining a high 

proportion of their initial strength under large deformations that may be beyond elastic 

deformations, this is called ductility. Ductility is an essential property o f structures under 

reversed loads including the ability to sustain large deformations, and absorb energy by 

hysteretic behavior. Increasing ductility can be by limiting strength degradations associated 

with large deformations; which depends on the materials of the structure. Therefore, 

precautions had to be considered for weakness of materials used; as an example for steel under 

compression it had to ensure no premature buckling. CSA A23.3 (2004) stated that reinforced 

concrete shear walls shall be designed to respond in a ductile manner by ensuring that the 

failure mode at ultimate limit state is dominated by flexure failure; due to yielding of the 

flexural steel reinforcement, prior to shear failure. This structure is expected to undergo 

reversed cyclic inelastic deformations without significant loss of strength and is detailed to 

develop the appropriate level of ductility while remaining stable. Ductility is represented by 

strain, curvature (rotation), or displacement, which are reviewed as follows;

i. Strain Ductility

Strain ductility is the fundamental source of ductility, as it shows the ability of the material to 

sustain inelastic strains without significant reduction of stresses. Strain ductility was simply 

defined by Paulay and Priestley (1995) as follows;
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Me =£/£y (2.11)

where e is total strain and ey is yield strain. It is evident that unconfined concrete exhibits very 

limited strain ductility in compression; however, this can be significantly increased if concrete 

is confined appropriately.

ii. Curvature Ductility

The most common sources of inelastic structural deformations are rotations in plastic hinge 

regions, detail requirements of plastic hinge regions are based on the curvature ductility 

demand. Therefore, it is useful to calculate ductility related to section rotations per unit length 

(curvature) as follows;

where Qm is the maximum curvature expected to attain or relied on and 0 y is yield curvature.

The maximum curvature is controlled by the maximum compression strain at the extreme 

fiber, since steel strain ductility capacity is typically high. With reference to Paulay and 

Priestley (1995), this may be expressed as follows;

where cu is the neutral axis depth at ultimate curvature.

For estimating curvature, the maximum dependable concrete compression strain in extreme 

fiber of walls may be assumed to be 0.004, when normal strength concrete is used.

The yield curvature for typical case coincides with the first yield of tensile reinforcement, 

which is given as follows;

(2 .12)

d) = £ ict m cm I i (2.13)

<py =£y/ (d - c y) (2.14)
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If the section has a very high reinforcement ratio, high concrete compression strain may 

develop before the first yield of reinforcement occurs. For such case the yield curvature should 

be based on the compression strain

where ec is taken as 0.0015 as suggested by Paulay and Pristley (1995).

iii. Displacement Ductility

The most convenient quantity to evaluate the structure capacity to develop ductility is 

displacement, as the overall inelastic response of the structure is characterized by the 

displacement ductility factor;

where A -  Ay + Ap , Ay and Ap are the yield and plastic components of the total lateral 

deflection, respectively.

Shear wall is known to be relatively thin structures, therefore, when wall section is subjected 

to large compressive strains due to out-of-plane buckling, the danger of premature failure by 

instability of the section occurs. Paulay and Priestley (1993) showed that the major source of 

instability of the compression zone of shear wall section within the plastic hinge region is the 

inelastic steel strains imposed by preceding lateral displacements. They explained that because 

of unavoidable irregularities in placement of reinforcement and out-of-plane inertial response, 

the position of flexural compression force component may not coincide with centroid, causing 

transverse curvature which develop bending moment at center of wall leading to buckling 

failure before in-plane flexural strength could be developed, as shown in Figure 2.6-a and b. 

Besides, sliding shear displacement and possible spalling of concrete cover all cause 

instability of wall section.

(2.15)

(2.16)

2.6.4. Stability
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Instability of plastic hinge regions is possible due to out-of-plane buckling. This instability is 

critical aspect for ductile response of shear walls. The concern of this led to providing 

limitations of the minimum thickness of walls related to the wall height when designing a 

shear wall especially in plastic hinge regions. As well as using of boundary elements and 

flange walls insures compact of wall sections and diminish instability problems (Figure 2.6-c).

(a) (b)

Flange
wall

Boundary
element

(c)

Figure 2.6 -  Stability of structural walls (a) out-of-plane buckling (b) buckling failure in shear 

wall (Paulay 1980) (c) wall with boundary

2.6.5. Confinement

For large compressive zones, the use of confining reinforcement is highly effective to enhance 

both the compression strain capacity and the compression strength of the concrete core. Under 

ductile response to earthquakes, high compression strains are expected from the combined 

effect of axial force and bending moment. Unless adequate, closely spaced, well detailed 

transverse reinforcement is placed especially in the potential plastic hinge region, spalling of 

concrete followed by instability of the compression reinforcement will follow causing 

confinement failure, Paulay and Priestley (1995).

When unconfined concrete is subjected to compression stress levels approaching the crushing 

strength, high lateral tensile strains develop as a result of the formation and propagation of 

longitudinal microcracks. This results in instability of the compression zone, and failure.
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Transverse reinforcement in conjunction with longitudinal reinforcement acts to restrain the 

lateral expansion of the concrete, enabling higher compression stresses and higher 

compression strains to be sustained by compression zone before failure.

Failure modes describe the physical reason for the rupture of a structural element. 

Incorporating shear walls to resist seismic actions requires attention to the failure mechanisms, 

to be able to control undesired characteristic. Because of the different material properties of 

reinforcing steel and concrete, a number of failure modes can occur depending on parameters 

such as type of cross-section, reinforcement detailing and quantities, properties of reinforcing 

steel, concrete compressive strength, and boundary conditions.

Failure modes resulting from in-plane loads include flexure failure, shear failure; diagonal 

tension or diagonal compression, sliding shear failure, and anchorage slip failure, as shown in 

Figure 2.7. There are many parameters affecting the failure mode of shear walls. The main 

parameters maybe as; (1) shear-span ratio (2) interaction between shear and flexure strength of 

wall panel (3) level of nominal shear stresses (4) shape of the cross section and the detailing.

2.7. Failure Modes

v-

I t tc
N

(a) (b) (c) (e)

Figure 2.7 -  Loading and possible failure modes of a shear wall (a) loadings (b) Flexure (c) 

Shear; diagonal tension cracks (d) Sliding shear (e) Anchorage slip (Paulay 1980)

During reversed cyclic loading, the compression strength of the web is considerably reduced 

by intersection diagonal cracks. Near horizontal failure planes may develop in plastic hinge
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zones along interconnecting cracks. This may lead to a sliding shear failure. Horizontal 

construction joints may also present a potential weakness.

2.7.1. Flexure Failure

This failure mode is characterized by fracture of tensile reinforcement bars or concrete

Figure 2.8 -  Crack pattern of different flexure failure modes (a) Concrete compressive failure 

(b) Vertical reinforcement failure (Greifenhagen and Lestuzzi 2005)

Shear forces caused by lateral loads are accompanied by a moment applied in the plane of the 

shear wall. The presence of these moments requires that a flexural failure mode also be 

examined. This failure mode can result in either: (1) crushing of the concrete compression 

zone if the wall is heavily reinforced or the punching of the wall through its flexural boundary 

element if the boundary element is thin and lightly reinforced; (2) or rupture of the tension 

reinforcing bars. Typically, crushing of the concrete is not considered because the percentages 

of reinforcement are kept below a balanced design value ensuring that the tension 

reinforcement will yield before crushing can occur for steel-reinforced walls. Punching of the 

wall through the flexural boundary element is also considered an unlikely failure mode

crushing and buckling of bars in the compressive zone after forming a plastic hinge in the 

, wall. Usually it has a large value of ductility ratio with only horizontal cracks and few with 

any inclined cracks. It can be found that most of shear walls which fail by flexure, have great 

shear strength or have low nominal shear stresses, Figure 2.8.

(a) (b)
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because the boundary elements are typically similar in size to the shear wall and because the 

low percentages of reinforcement maintain the compression forces at a relatively small value.

2.7.2. Diagonal Tension or Compression Failure

Shear forces may be transferred across a potential diagonal failure plane by aggregate 

interlock, by the uncracked flexural compression zone, and by dowel action of the longitudinal 

reinforcement. In the absence of significant axial compression, it is advisable that the entire 

design shear force should be resisted by the web reinforcement in potential plastic hinge 

regions.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.9 -  Different types of shear failure modes (a) Shear failure (Diagonal Tension) of RC 

wall with aspect ratio 1 and 1.5 (Salonikios 2007), (b) Shear failure (Diagonal Compression) 

of RC wall with aspect ratio 0.5 and 0.25 (Barda et al. 1977), (c) Flange wall restraint against 

the opening of diagonal cracks in the web wall causing the formation of vertical slip planes 

(Palermo and Vecchio 2002).

The common mode of shear failure is diagonal tension which is controlled with the use of web 

reinforcement. Diagonal compression failure may occur when large amounts of web 

reinforcement are required to resist high shear stresses. If the shear walls have reinforcement 

in excess of the minimum required by ACI and an aspect ratio {hJQ  between 0.5 and 1.0, 

diagonal shear cracking is the most likely failure mode. In many previous researches, these 

cracks begin at the base of the wall nearest the applied load and occur at the same time that
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flexural cracks are noticed in the boundary elements. Figure 2.9 shows different types of shear 

failure from previous researches.

2.7.3.Sliding Shear Failure

Sliding shear is the largest single cause for both stiffness and strength degradation in plastic 

zones. The effect of sliding shear increases with the reduction of nominal shear strength, axial 

compression load, and aspect ratio of the wall. Effective control of sliding can be conveniently 

achieved by the use of diagonal reinforcement (Paulay and Pristley 1995).

Shear is transferred across potential sliding planes, may be based on mechanism of aggregate 

interlock, and shear friction. Accordingly, the transferred shear force will rely on the 

coefficient of friction (/i) and on the axial compression load (A), and the forces generated from 

shear friction reinforcement Avu as calculated in Eq. 2.17, which will be subjected to direct 

tension, therefore should be well distributed across the sliding plane and should be adequately 

anchored on both sides.

Avf — (2.17)

In the shear friction mode, the wall responds linearly until a horizontal crack forms, typically 

at the base of the wall, parallel to the direction of the applied load. At this point, the wall 

rotates as a rigid body, causing the reinforcing steel to yield. Because of the progressive 

yielding, when the load is reversed, sliding displacement occurs along the horizontal crack. 

For this mode of failure to occur, a horizontal crack must form at the base of the wall before 

diagonal shear cracking can form. This mode typically controls the capacity of lightly 

reinforced low-rise shear walls. When a quite large part of shear strength of shear wall 

depends on shear reinforcement, it probably possesses higher nominal shear stresses then it 

will fail due to shear sliding because excessive shear reinforcement cannot prevent walls from 

shear deformation. It can only delay the crush of web concrete (Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10 -  Sliding shear failure (a) at the base of squat shear wall (Paulay et al. 1982) (b) at 

the top slab of shear wall (Palermo and Vecchio 2002)

2.7.4. Anchorage Slip Failure

To have efficient interaction between concrete and reinforcement relies on bond. Special 

attention is needed to assure using the assumption of perfect bond between reinforcement and 

concrete especially when shear forces are to be resisted. The bond between reinforcement bars 

and concrete is weakened due to shear forces in the sliding plane, as bond stresses are 

generated in this region, and relative displacement between the bar and surrounding concrete 

are inevitable.



CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

3.1. Introduction

The experimental program comprised the testing to failure of four reinforced concrete shear 

walls, including one steel-reinforced specimen (as reference) and three GFRP-reinforced 

specimens. They were designed with an adequate amount of distributed and concentrated 

reinforcement to ensure flexural domination and eliminate sliding and shear failures. The 

aspect ratio for all of the walls ranged from 2 to 4, which classifies them as medium-rise walls 

according to CSA and ACI codes. Design and details of the specimens, materials, preparation 

process, instrumentation, and test setup are described in the following sections.

3.2. Details of Wall Specimens

The specimens represent a model of a single shear wall complying with the special seismic 

requirements specified in CSA A23.3 (2004) and ACI 318 (2008) for the seismic-force 

resisting systems (SFRSs), as a case for new unexamined SFRS (RdR0 = 1). The minimum 

lateral earthquake force (V) was calculated using the following formula according to NBCC

(2005) Clause 4.1.8.11.

V= S(L) Mv Te W!RdR0 (3.1)

One reference steel-reinforced wall specimen (ST 15) and three GFRP-reinforced wall 

specimens (G15, G 12, and G10) were constructed and tested. The minimum thickness and 

reinforcement details were according to CSA A23.3 (2004) and ACI 318 (2008) for the steel- 

reinforced wall; CSA S806 (2012) and ACI 440.1R (2006) were also applied for the GFRP- 

reinforced walls.

CSA A23.3 (2004) Clause 14.1.7.1 specified that minimum thickness of shear-wall web (£>„.) is 

not less than the smaller of /„/25 or hJ25,  but not less than 150 mm , and Clause 21.6.3.2

35
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clarify that all wall thickness is not less than hw /20, where hw is unsupported length between 

floors (bwmin = 3500/20 = 175 mm). Same was specified by CSA S806 (2012) and ACI 440.1R

(2006) for the GFRP-reinforced walls. All of the wall specimens were 3500 mm in height {hw) 

and 200 mm thick (b j .  ST 15 served as a reference for G15 since it had the same concrete 

dimensions and relatively similar reinforcement axial stiffness. ST 15 and G15 were 1500 mm 

in length (/„), resulting in shear wall aspect ratio of 2.3. The length of the G12 and G10 

specimens was 1200 mm and 1000 mm, respectively, resulting in shear wall aspect ratios of 

2.9 and 3.5, respectively. Figure 3.1 shows the concrete dimensions of the shear-wall 

specimens.

Constant axial loading 

Lateral cyclic 7% o f 3x131 capacity
loading

200

ooinco

350

350 2000

350

1200
2700 Dimensions in mm

Figure 3.1 -  Concrete dimensions

The reinforcement details of the steel-reinforced wall specimen (ST 15) complied with CSA 

A23.3 (2004) and ACI 318 (2008) minimum reinforcement requirements. CSA A23.3 (2004) 

Clause 21.6.5.1, and ACI 318 (2008) Sections 11.9.92 and 11.9.9.4, specified the 

reinforcement ratio for both vertical and horizontal distributed reinforcement is not less than 

0.0025, resulting of at least 16 vertical bars in the total length (1500 mm). CSA A23.3 (2004) 

Clause 14.1.8.8 stipulated providing boundary elements at both ends of a shear wall that could
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have same thickness as the wall web. ACI 318 (2008) Section 21.9.2.2 recommends the use of 

two layers of reinforcement based on the observation that -  under ordinary construction 

conditions -  the probability of maintaining a single layer of reinforcement near the middle of 

the wall section is quite low. Furthermore, presence of reinforcement close to the surface tends 

to inhibit fragmentation of the concrete in the event of severe cracking during an earthquake. 

Meanwhile, CSA A23.3 (2004) Clause 14.1.8.3 limited the use of two layers for shear-wall 

thickness more than 210 mm. For the GFRP-reinforced wall specimens, CSA S806 (2012) 

Clause 8.5.5 specified reinforcement ratio not less than 0.004 of GFRP bars. Also, CSA S806 

(2012) Clause 8.5.5 specified spacing of reinforcement shall not exceed 200 mm for GFRP 

bars.

Table 3.1 -  Reinforcement ratios of the walls

Wall f c MPa
Re inforcement Rat o

Pv Ph Pi Pi
ST15 39.2 0.23 0.63 0.50 0.63
G15 39.9 0.58

1.58 1.43 0.89G12 39.8 0.62
G10 40.2 0.59

f c = concrete compressive strength
p v = web vertical-bar reinforcement ratio
Pi = boundary longitudinal-bar reinforcement ratio
p h = web horizontal-bar reinforcement ratio
p, = boundary-tie reinforcement ratio

Accordingly, to achieve similar axial stiffness in ST 15 and G15, two layers of vertical and 

horizontal web reinforcement comprised of 8 mm deformed steel bars (Ab= 50 mm2) spaced at 

240 and 80 mm, respectively. Two boundary elements of four 8 mm steel bars of equal width 

and breadth (200 x 200 mm) were placed at each end of the horizontal length and tied with 8 

mm spiral ties at 80 mm spacing along the total height of the wall. For the GFRP-reinforced 

specimens; G15, G12, and G10, the web vertical reinforcement consisted of two layers of #3 

(9.5 mm-diameter, A(= 71.3 mm2) GFRP bars spaced at 120 mm. Eight #3 GFRP bars were 

used as vertical reinforcement for each boundary element at both side ends of the walls. The 

boundaries were tied with GFRP #3 spiral stirrups spaced at 80 mm, which is approximately 

the maximum spacing permitted in CSA S806 (2012) (75 mm). The web horizontal 

reinforcement consisted of two layers of #4 (12.7 mm-diameter, Af= 126.7 mm2) GFRP bars
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spaced at 80 mm. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the reinforcement details of the shear-wall 

specimens. Table 3.1 lists the reinforcement ratios for the tested walls. The steel and GFRP 

walls had similar axial stiffness of the longitudinal bars.

4 steel 8mm
Boundary Element

Steel 8mm @ 240
Vertical Reinf.

steel 8mm @ 80 mm 
Horizontal Reinf.

GFRP #3 @ 100
Inclined 45

a) ST15

8 GFRP #3
Boundary Element

GFRP #3 @ 120 
Vertical Keinl.

GFRP #4 @ 8 0  
Horizontal Reinf.

GFRP #3 @ 100
Inclined 4 b'

8 GFRP #3 
[B oundary Element

GFRP #3 @ 120  
Vertical Reinf.

GFRP #4 @ 80 
Horizontal Keint.

GFRP #3 @ 100  
Inclined 45°

*>

b) G15

8 GFRP #3
Boundary Element

GFRP #3 @ 120  
Vertical Reinf.

GFRP #4 @ 80
Horizontal Reinf.

GFRP #3 @100 
* Inclined 45°

c) G12 d) G10

Figure 3.2 -  Reinforcement details: elevation view
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Figure 3.3 -  Reinforcement details: cross section

3.3. Material Properties

3.3.1. Concrete

All specimens were constructed with normal-weight ready-mixed concrete having a nominal 

compressive strength fc' = 40 MPa. Table 3.1 gives the actual concrete compressive strength 

based on the average values from tests performed on at least five 100 x 200 mm cylinders for 

each concrete batch on one day before testing. An average concrete tensile strength of 3.5 

MPa was obtained from the split-cylinder tests.

3.3.2. Reinforcement

For the steel-reinforced wall, 8 mm grade 60 steel bars were used. For the GFRP-reinforced 

walls, the GFRP reinforcing bars were two diameters of high-modulus sand-coated bars (CSA 

S807 2010): #3 for vertical bars and spiral ties, and #4 for horizontal bars. The longitudinal 

tensile properties of the GFRP bars were determined testing five specimens according to 

ASTM D7205 for straight bars, and test method B.5 in ACI 440.3R (2004) for bent bars. The 

reported steel bar properties are from the manufacturer. Table 3.2 lists the material properties 

of the reinforcing bars.
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Table 3.2 -  Material properties of reinforcement

Bar d b  (mm) A f  (mm2) E f  (GPa) 4  (MPa) £fu

(%)
Straight bars

GFRP #3 9.5 71.3 66.9 1412 2.11
GFRP #4 12.7 126.7 69.6 1392 2.00

Steel 8 50 200 4=400 £y=0.2
Bent GFRP bars

GFRP #3
Straight portion 52 962 1.85

Bent portion — 500 —

db: bar nominal diameter, Af. nominal cross-sectional area, Ef. modulus of 
elasticity, f^ . guaranteed tensile strength, efu: ultimate strain, fy: steel yielding 
strength, ey: steel yielding strain.

The vertical reinforcement at web and boundaries of the walls were tied to the base for length 

equal to 675 mm (anchorage length, Section 3.4.4) with no lap splices. For the GFRP- 

reinforced walls, the horizontal bar was bent to satisfy the needed development length as 

shown in Figure 3.4.

145 95 GFRP #4

1350 mm

1450 mm

R = 4d 
= 50 mm

95 145 mm

Figure 3.4 -  Horizontal web reinforcement GFRP #4 (G15)

The ties of boundary elements were taken compling with CSA A23.3-04 (Clauses 21.6.6.8 and 

21.6.6.9), which specified the ties as buckling prevention ties detailed as hoops. The tie 

spacing complies with the maximum spacing provided in CSA S806 (2012) and was taken 80 

mm. Figure 3.5 shows the spiral ties before attached to the boundary elements.



Figure 3.5 -  Ties at boundary GFRP #3 (typical)

Horizontal web reinforcement and ties at boundary were condised to half spacing (spacing 40 

mm instead of 80 mm) at the top of the wall specimen for a distance 300 mm. Reinforcement 

assembly of the GFRP-reinforced wall specimens are showen in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 -  Wall reinforcement cages

All specimens included a test-wall portion and strong base. The wall base was 700 mm thick, 

1200 mm width, and 2700 mm length and reinforced with 25M Grade 60 deformed steel bar
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(25 mm-diameter) with yield strength equal to 420 MPa conforming to ASTM A6152 Grade 

60 bars. The base was used to attach the specimen to the laboratory rigid floor and to serve as 

an anchorage length for the wall’s vertical bars. All the shear-wall reinforcement bars were 

tied to the base steel cage at the time of casting the base, since no lap splices were used. Figure 

3.7 shows the concrete dimension and reinforcement details of the base.

Steel 2 5M @ 100 Steel 2 5M @ 100 mm

j, i2 Qfl jc. 4 -----------------------------u rn --------------------------------- 1

a) Concrete dimension and reinforcement details

b) Reinforcement cage of the base 

Figure 3.7 -  Details of the base
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3.4. Design of Wall Specimens

3.4.1. Flexure Strength

Plane sectional analysis was carried out to predict the ultimate lateral load ( Vf) of the tested 

medium-rise walls as the failure was dominated by flexure. The analysis was based on strain 

compatibility, internal force equilibrium, and the controlling mode of failure (Figure 3.8). 

Table 3.3 gives the predicted ultimate load capacity of the tested walls considering the 

unconfined concrete section and compared to the factored shear strength (described in the 

following section). Axial load was considered in the prediction analysis.

P

Elevation o f  wall

Forces

Strains

______________A________________^
Cross section  

Figure 3.8 -  Design strain profile

The calculation was based on the actual material properties. GFRP compressive strength was 

taken as 50% of the ultimate tensile strength and GRFP compressive modulus of elasticity was 

equal to the modulus of elasticity in tension (Deitz et al. 2003). In addition, to assure wall 

deformability, the amount of confinement in the boundary elements was based on Deitz et al.

(2003), who specified less than 110 mm length of FRP bar to avoid buckling failure. 

Therefore, the spiral-stirrup spacing in the boundary elements was taken as 80 mm to limit
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longitudinal-bar buckling and improve compressive deformability. Besides, CSA S806 (2012) 

Clauses 8.4.3.13 and 8.4.3.14 specify clear spacing between successive turns of FRP spiral 

shall not exceed 75 mm nor be less than 25 mm.

Table 3.3 -  Calculated capacities of the walls

Wall Fr(kN)
Unconfined

Vfnnc (kN) V f u a d V ,
ST15 627 377 0.60
G15 884 408 0.46
G12 647 305 0.47
G10 595 194 0.33

Vr = factored shear strength 
K  urn = predicted load with unconfined section

The ultimate compression strain (ecu) recommended by ACI and CSA codes is 0.003 and 

0.0035, respectively. Moreover, for the unconfined concrete section, a limiting strain of 0.004 

has been suggested in previous studies (Paulay 1991, Wallace and Moehle 1992). Although 

minor deterioration in the cover concrete at the wall boundary for compressive strains 

approaching 0.004 was anticipated, it would not affect the wall's overall integrity. Therefore, if 

the maximum wall compression strain is less than 0.004, no special transverse reinforcement 

is required for concrete confinement. Therefore, ecu was set at 0.0035 in this study as an 

average suggested value to predict the ultimate load capacity considering the section as an 

unconfmed concrete section. However, as the walls presented in this study were detailed at the 

boundary element and a sufficient amount of ties was provided, the confinement effect should 

be considered in the prediction. The plane sectional analysis considering the confined concrete 

section will be described in Chapter 4.

3.4.2.Shear Strength

Sufficient shear reinforcement was provided to resist the shear force associated with the 

development of the probable moment resistance of the tested walls. The factored shear 

strength {Vr) of a reinforced-concrete cross section is the sum of the shear resistance provided 

by the concrete and shear reinforcement. Using the pre-described detailed reinforcement, the 

factored shear strength of the steel-reinforced walls was calculated based on the sectional 

shear analysis equations in the CSA A23.3-04 (Clauses 11.3.4, 11.3.5, and 21.7.3.4.2) given as 

follows;
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V=teXfiJf'bwdr (3.2)

V»= ts K  f y dvc o te /s (3.3)

where P and 6 are taken 0.1 and 45°, respectively, according to CSA A23.3-04 Clause 

11.7.3.4.2.

For the GFRP-reinforced walls, CSA S806-12 equations (Clauses 8.4.4.5 to 8.4.4.11) where 

used to calculate the concrete and reinforcement contribution to the factored shear strength as 

follows;

where dv is the effective shear depth, taken as the greater of 0.9d or 0.72/?, bw is width of the 

wall, k = 1 for normal weight concrete, <f>c, <ps, 0/are the resistance factor for concrete, steel and 

GFRP (0.65, 0.85 and 0.75, respectively), A ^ b wxdv, km represents the effect of moment at 

section on shear strength, kr represents the effect of reinforcement rigidity on its shear 

strength, ka represents the effect of arch action on member shear strength and ks represents the 

effect of member size on its shear strength (effective depth greater than 300mm). The four 

coefficients can be calculated as follows;

(3.4)

Vsf = 0 .4<pf Av f lu dv co td ! s (3.5)

k m ~ i J V f  d / M  f  <1.0

k r = l + * ] E f p f  

k a = 2 . 5 / ( m f / V f  d ) >  1.0 

k s =750/(450 + d ) <  1.0

(3.6)

According to the CSA S806 (2012) /? and 6 are calculated as follows;
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B 0.4 1300
1 + 1 5 0 0 ^  X1000+ sm

0=30+7000*-,

M  f /d  +Vf
e x= — LL^ — -  (3.7)

2 E f Af

^xp= — —0.85 dv 
15+ a ,

where ex is the longitudinal strain at mid-depth at predicted shear failure and sxe is the effective 

crack spacing, ag is the aggregate size and Mr and. Vf are the bending moment and shear force 

at the critical section for shear, respectively. Table 3.3 shows that the V(/Vr ratio of not more 

than 0.6 for unconfined concrete sections.

3.4.3.Sliding Shear Strength

Sliding shear was a main design concern that could significantly reduce stiffness and energy 

dissipation capacity of the wall, as reported in Yamakawa and Fujisaki (1995). The factored 

resistance by cohesion and friction against the potential horizontal sliding of the wall base was 

checked against ultimate load capacity as follows;

Vr =A <pc (c+ //c r)+ $ s p v f y cosa f (3.8)

where the expression A$c(c + pa) shall not exceed 0 .25$ f c and ar is the angle between the 

shear friction reinforcement and the shear plane.

That resistance was determined for the monolithic concrete, which corresponds to the 

fabrication process adopted in this experimental program. A cohesion stress (c) of 1.0 MPa 

and a friction coefficient (p) of 1.40 were used, as specified in CSA A23.3 (2004). The 

calculated concrete contribution to shear resistance was less than the predicted ultimate lateral 

load (Fi), revealing the need for shear resisting bars. Because of the lower strength and 

stiffness of FRP bars in the transverse direction, it is assumed that the dowel action effect is 

ignored due to lack of data in this field (ACI 440.1R (2006). Accordingly, the contribution of 

vertical GFRP web reinforcement and longitudinal GFRP reinforcement in boundary elements
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was ignored in terms of dowel shear resistance. Therefore, there is a need for shear resisting 

FRP bars but not vertical. One additional layer of diagonal #3 GFRP bars in two directions 

across the potential sliding planes at an angle of 45° and spaced at 100 mm was used, as 

suggested by many researchers (Corley et al. 1981, Paulay and Pristely 1995, Salonikios et al. 

1999). The design followed the provisions of CSA A23.3 (2004) with the limited strength 

equal to 0.4 ffu and the strength reduction factor <pi = 0.75, as suggested by CSA S806 (2012).

3.4.4.Anchorage Length

The major premature failure experienced in the CFRP-grid-reinforced shear walls tested by 

Yamakawa and Fujisaki (1995) was anchorage failure; the development length was inadequate 

and no hooks were provided for the vertical bars. The bond between CFRP grid reinforcement 

and concrete was weakened due to shear forces in the sliding plane, as bond stresses are 

generated in this region, and relative displacement between the bar and surrounding concrete 

are inevitable. Bond mechanism at the reinforcement and surrounding concrete interface plays 

an important role in reinforced concrete structures. Concrete cracking and bond slip behavior 

govern the overall nonlinear response, which is particularly true in shear walls which offer 

great resistance to lateral loads. The development length (Q equations in CSA A23.3 (2004) 

for deformed steel bars and in CSA S806 (2012) for FRP bars are given in equations 3.9 and 

3.10, respectively.

In Eq. 3.9 kj, fa, k3 , k4  are modification factors accounting for bar location, coating, concrete 

density, and bar size, respectively. is a factor that represents the contribution of confining 

reinforcement across potential splitting planes, where (dcs + K,r) not exceed 2.5 db. The factors 

ki. k2 , k3 , and k4, were taken equal to 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, and 0.8, respectively. In Eq. 3.10 ki, fa, fa, 

k4 , fa are modification factors accounting for bar location, concrete density, bar size, bar fiber,

d steel (3.9)

(3.10)
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and bar surface profile, respectively. Ab is the bar cross-section area. /) is the design stress in 

FRP tension reinforcement at ultimate limit state is obtained from //=$•/)„ ($■ = 0.75). The 

factors A/, A?, Aj, A*, and Ajwere taken equal to 1.0, 1.0, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.0, respectively.

In CSA A23.3 (2004), the development length in such regions is calculated based on steel 

strength increased by 1.25, accounting for steel strain hardening. Therefore, as a suggestion to 

be verified, the development length specified in CSA S806 (2012) was multiplied by 1.25 to 

account for cyclic effect.

3.5. Casting of Test Specimens

This section contains a more general description of the construction process. All specimens 

included a test-wall portion and strong base. Steps were taken to cast the specimens in a 

vertical position in order to reproduce realistic shear-wall conditions.

Casting of the wall specimen was carried out in a controlled environment in the New 

Structural Laboratory, University of Sherbrooke. Wall specimens were cast in two phases. 

First casting the wall base (Phase I) and followed by casting the wall specimen (Phase II) in 

two days without taking any specific measures for curing at the construction joint in order to 

represent the construction practices used for an actual RC building site (with the exception, of 

course, of possible adverse environmental conditions).

In Phase I, the formwork of the base was fabricated using 20 mm thick plywood stiffened by 

steel angles at the mid-height and top of the base, and the corners were stiffened with 3 mm 

steel plate. All the wall reinforcement bars were tied to the base steel cage at the time of 

casting the base, as no lap splices were used as shown in Figure 3.9. Four PVC tubes with 76 

mm internal diameter were used to form holes in the base at the position of the anchors which 

will be attaching the base to the laboratory rigid floor.

Phase II involves casting of 3500 mm wall height above the concrete base, the formwork was designed 

to cast the wall in a vertical position in order to reproduce realistic shear-wall conditions. The 

formwork is illustrated in Figure 3.10-a. It was fabricated from steel sheets stiffened with steel angles 

every 250 mm. The formwork was divided into four parts; three parts were 1000 mm height and one
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was 500 mm height. This division eased casting and vibrating each part. Figures 3.10-b and c are 

photos during the casting and the demolding process, respectively.

Figure 3.9 -  Formwork o f the base

Figure 3.10 -  The wall casting procedure
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3.6. Test Setup

Figure 3.11 shows the layout of the test setup. The wall specimens were tested in an upright 

position. A specially fabricated steel load-transfer assembly was used to transfer both axial 

and lateral loads to the wall specimen. An axial load of approximately 0.07bw.lw.fc’ was 

applied at the top of the wall and was maintained constant throughout the duration of each test.

R e a i l i o n  wal l

\< lualor

S l e d  be am

A xi a l  l oa d  Dvvv i dag

b a rs

' §

Shear-wall
specim en

B a s e

Dywidag bars

Actuator

Lateral
bracing

Transfer steel beam

Shear-wall
specimen

Axial-load  
Dywidag bars

Base Dywidag bars

Figure 3.11 -  Test setup 

The test set-up of the shear wall consists of four main parts as follows;

1) Fix the base to the lab floor; in preparation for testing, the base was leveled on the 

laboratory floor. The base was fixed to the laboratory floor by four pre-stressing 66 mm- 

diameter Dywidag bars (high strength steel bars) to prevent uplifting and/or horizontal sliding 

during the application of lateral loading (Figure 3.12).

2) Axial Loading system; simulating the gravity load, axial laod was applied through two 

hydraulic jacks applying tension on two high strength 34 mm Dywidag steel bars placed on 

both sides of the wall. These steel bars were connected at the bottom to a stiff steel plate
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which is anchored with the base slab to the laboratory rigid floor. The upper sides of the bars 

are connected to the steel load-transfer beam which rests on the top of the wall in order to 

distribute the axial load (Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.12 -  Dywidag bars fixing the base to the laboratory rigid floor

Figure 3.13 -  Hydrolic jacks on both sides of the wall specimen to apply constant axial load

3) Lateral loading system; Lateral load was applied to the wall specimen with a 1000 kN 

MTS-hydraulic actuator. The actuator was jointly connected to the transfer steel beam and 

transmitted lateral load to the specimen through a 50 mm thick steel bearing plate. The system 

is designed to be self-supporting and self-aligning during load reversals (Figure 3-14).
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Figure 3.14 -  MTS actuator: lateral loading system

4) Lateral bracing system; To avoid out-of-plane movements during testing, a lateral bracing 

system was provided at the level of the transfer steel beam rested on the wall. Using two box- 

section steel beams attached to the reaction wall with two bearing rollers at the end attached to 

the transfer steel beam. This system prevent out-of-plane displacement, simultaneously 

providing no resistance to in-plane displacement (Figure 3-15).

Figure 3.15 -  Lateral bracing system
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3.7. Loading Procedure

The axial load was slowly increased to the maximum value then maintained at this value 

through testing. The value of axial load was approximately 0.07bw.lw.fc \ applying the actual 

concrete compressive strength based on test results of cylinders. The weight of the transfer 

steel beam was considered as part of the 0.07bw.lw.fc ’, weighting 1.86 ton .

As the effect of loading history Is not a variable in testing, the typical procedure of applying 

cyclic loading until failure was used. Displacement control was used throughout the test. The 

walls were cycled twice at each displacement level with increments of ±2 mm up to ±10 mm, 

followed by increments of ±5 mm up to ±50 mm, and then increments of ±10 mm to failure. 

Hinged connections at the tips of both the horizontal actuator and vertical hydraulic jacks 

prevented any substantial restraint of rotation of the top of the wall, thus ensuring cantilever 

behavior. A typical sequence of displacement cycles is shown in Figure 3.16.

-41_____I___1___ I___ I____I____I___ I____I___
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Cycles

Figure 3.16 -  Applied displacement history

3.8. Instrumentation

A series of linear variable differential transducers (LVDTs) and strain gauges were used for 

measuring critical-response quantities. The LVDT instruments are shown in Figure 3-17. 

Lateral displacement was measured at the top and height h = lw of the wall; two LVDTs were

4

-3 -105
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used to measure horizontal sliding between the wall and base as well as between the base and 

laboratory rigid floor (unlikely to occur). Two LVDTs were mounted close to the base of each 

wall at the two boundary elements to obtain the concrete strain at different load levels for the 

tested walls as well as the curvature. Shear deformations were measured through the use of 

two LVDTs in an X configuration. Axial (vertical) displacements at the wall boundaries were 

measured using two LVDTs mounted to the wall ends to calculate wall-base rotations. Two 

more LVDTs were attached to the upper steel beam to measure the out-of-plane deformation 

of the shear wall at the top for safety reason (the readings were less than 5 mm for the tested 

walls). Finally, two other LVDTs were installed at the position of the first two cracks to 

measure crack width during testing

Lateral top 
displacement

■d

Out-of-plane
displacement

Diagonal
LVDT Vertical

iV D TLateral displ. at 
h=l„

CZ
Concrete

♦strain

A~

Wall-base sliding

Figure 3.17 -  LVDT instrumentation

Strain gauges were glued at selected locations in the reinforcing bars, as shown in Figure 3.18. 

Main flexural reinforcement bars were instrumented at three wall height levels; at 200 mm 

from the base, at height h = lw, and at the top of the wall. This pattern gives both distributions 

of the vertical strains along the horizontal length of the wall and along the bars’ length. 

Selected horizontal web bars were also instrumented. This pattern gives distribution of 

horizontal strains at 3 different vertical sections. The two dywidag bars at both sides of the 

tested shear wall specimens for axial load system were instrumented. The strain in such
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dywidag bars were monitured during testing that may account in increasing stiffness of the 

tested walls. Meanwhile, the strains were always zero during testing due to hinge connections 

at both ends of the dywidag bars.

Longitudinal P p  
boundary  Vjf 

Hz. w e b  reinf. /  
VI w e b  reinf.

Figure 3.18 -  Strain gauges instrumentation

The foregoing system of measurements made it possible to estimate the flexural, shear, and 

sliding components of the wall displacements, as will be discussed in following chapters.
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Abstract

The present study addresses the applicability of reinforced-concrete shear walls totally 

reinforced with glass-fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) bars to attain reasonable strength and 

drift requirements as specified in different codes. Four large-scale shear walls -  one reinforced 

with steel bars (as reference specimen) and three totally reinforced with GFRP bars -  were 

constructed and tested to failure under quasi-static reversed cyclic lateral loading. The GFRP- 

reinforced walls have different aspect ratios covering the range of medium-rise walls. The 

reported test results clearly show that properly designed and detailed GFRP-reinforced walls 

could reach their flexural capacities with no strength degradation, and that shear, sliding shear, 

and anchorage failures were not major problems and can be effectively controlled. The results 

also show recoverable and self-centering behavior up to allowable drift limits before moderate 

damage occurs and achieving a maximum drift meeting the limitation of most building codes. 

Acceptable levels of energy dissipation accompanied by relatively small residual forces, 

compared to the steel-reinforced wall, were observed. The promising results can provide 

impetus for constructing shear walls reinforced with GFRP and constitute a step toward using 

GFRP reinforcement in such lateral-resisting systems.
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4.1. Introduction

Research on concrete shear walls reinforced with steel bars has mainly focused on factors 

affecting the behavior of shear walls, including wall aspect ratio and configuration, axial load, 

shear-stress demand, and wall reinforcement ratios (Barda et al. 1977, Wallace and Moehle 

1992, Sittipunt et al. 2001). The philosophy behind code provisions, such as CSA A23.3

(2004) and A C I318 (2008), related to the design of reinforced-concrete shear walls focuses on 

providing the required strength and stiffness to limit damage under frequent earthquakes, 

while ensuring sufficient wall-deformation capacity (Massone and Wallace 2004).

Yamakawa and Fujisaki (1995) tested seven one-third scale shear walls measuring 

800x950x80 mm, reinforced with CFRP grids. The walls had double-layered reinforcement of 

CFRP grids with 100 mm meshes resulting in a reinforcement ratio of 0.8%. The specimens 

showed early degradation in lateral load capacity when 1% drift was achieved associated with 

low energy dissipation. Three major shortcomings accounted for this degradation in capacity: 

(1) the CFRP grids were not able to carry compressive stress and therefore experienced 

fracture under low compressive stresses, (2) there was a need to design adequate development 

length to prevent the reinforcing bars from pulling out of the wall base, and (3) the CFRP grid 

reinforcement did not provide concrete confinement. Therefore, in designing the shear walls 

presented herein, we strove to avoid all brittle failures that might occur in shear walls and that 

would cause lower energy dissipation and prevent them from reaching their capacities.

The main objective of this chapter was to demonstrate that concrete shear walls reinforced 

with GFRP bars could achieve the reasonable strength and deformability requirements 

required in various applications. This goal was achieved by: (1) the walls achieving their 

flexural capacity, (2) avoiding all brittle failures, (3) achieving the requirements of drift and 

energy dissipation, and (4) no significant loss in strength to resist wind and/or earthquake 

loads simulated in cyclic loading tests. These objectives relied on a comprehensive 

experimental program involving walls with aspect ratios covering the range of medium-rise 

walls and detailed to the minimum requirements of CSA A23.3 (2004), CSA S806 (2012), 

ACI 318 (2008), and ACI 440.1R (2006), when applicable, as described in chapter 3.
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4.2. Experimental Observations

In general, each wall exhibited a reasonably symmetric lateral load-top displacement

relationship for loading in the +ve and -ve directions until boundary concrete crushing

occurred at one end. The behavior of all walls was dominated by a flexural response as 

evidenced by the typical amount of horizontal cracking shown in Figure 4.1. No sign of

premature shear, sliding shear, or anchorage failure was observed. Under increased

displacement, horizontal cracks continued to form up to a height of approximately 2/3 hw for 

all walls and were accompanied by diagonal cracks. As loading continued, vertical spoiling 

cracks typically appeared in the wall at boundary under compression. With increased 

displacement, spalling of the concrete cover became more significant at the compression end 

of the wall.

Concrete
crushing

a) ST15

Concrete
crushing

Concrete
crushing

c) G12

Concrete
crushing

d) G10

Figure 4.1 -  Crack pattern: (a) ST15, (b) G15, (c) G12, and (d) G10
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Table 4.1 -  Failure progression of the walls

Stage Wall P PI Pa A d/a
CJ ST15 164 0.54 4.9 0.14
2
U G15 162 0.28 7.6 0.22
£ G12 112 0.25 8.0 0.23
E G10 71 0.25 8.0 0.23
oc ST15 311 0.65 15 0.43
.5■5 G15 ——

G12 ——
G10 —-

CQ ST15 313 0.83 16.0 0.76
s  ^
^  y G15 193 0.33 12.9 0.37i JO
X u 0) w G12 157 0.35 20.0 0.57

E G10 109 0.38 24.0 0.69
ST15 464 0.97 50 1.43

o .5 G15 437 0.75 68 2.0
bx O

•g Q. G12 300 0.67 70 2.0^  C/1 G10 198 0.69 71 2.0
00 ST15 476 1.0 80 2.3

G15 ——
CJa G12 —-
oa G10 ——
CD CUO ST15 339 0.71 90 2.6
CD . 5 G15 586 1.0 108 3.1
§ E G12 449 1.0 106 3.0
u  o G10 289 1.0 119 3.4

P =  applied lateral load, kN 
P u = ultimate lateral load, kN 
A = lateral top displacement, mm 
(P/o = lateral drift { A /h J

The GFRP-reinforced walls continued to carry load in each cycle with no degradation until 

concrete crushing and fracture of the longitudinal GFRP bars. The steel-reinforced wall, 

however, evidenced longitudinal-bar buckling associated with concrete cover spalling. Further 

spoiling in the compression end occurred along the buckled length of the vertical 

reinforcement. Although the buckled bar straightened up under tension during the reversed 

load cycle, degradation of the lateral resistance was more pronounced after buckling of the 

outermost bar occurred. With additional displacement, concrete-cover spalling and 

compression-bar buckling progressed to mid-length of the wall. Overall, all the walls achieved 

their flexural strength, as will be discussed later. Table 4.1 provides the failure progression of 

the tested walls. The following sections provide information on the lateral load-top 

displacement relationship, extent of damage, and energy dissipation and stiffness for each wall.
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4.2.1.Steel-Reinforced Wall

The crack pattern and hysteresis loops for ST15 are shown in Figures 4.1-a and 4.2, 

respectively. The response was essentially linear-elastic up to the formation of first crack at 

approximately 0.14% lateral drift with an initial crack width of 0.08 mm. Horizontal cracks 

propagated as the lateral load increased. Yielding of boundary longitudinal bars occurred at a 

lateral drift of 0.43%, followed by the yielding plateau. After this stage, the hysteresis loops 

noticeably began to open, specifically at the cycle of 1.14% lateral drift in which excessive 

cracks occurred on the tension side.

600 

400 

200z
-a 0ra
J - 2 0 0  

-400 

-600

Figure 4.2 -  Lateral load versus top-displacement relationship: ST15

At a lateral drift of 1.43%, vertical cover spoiling on the compression side was observed, 

causing permanent deformation (Figure 4.3-a). Concrete cover spalling and buckling of 

boundary longitudinal bars were observed at a lateral drift of 2.3% (Figure 4.3-b and c), at 

which the wall achieved its ultimate lateral load of 476 kN prior to loss of lateral load capacity 

at a lateral drift of 2.6% (339 kN) due to concrete crushing (Figure 4.3-d). Figure 4.2 shows 

the hysteretic response of ST 15 pointing out the steps of failure progression.

Lateral drift (%)
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3

" S T 15

^Y ielding -  
•  Spoiling of concrete 
▲ Buckling 
■ Concrete crushing

-105 -70 -35 0 35 70 105
T op  d isp lacem en t (mm)
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Figure 4.3 -  Failure progression of specimen ST15: (a) vertical cover spoiling; (b) spalling of 

concrete cover; (c) buckling of longitudinal bars; and (d) concrete crushing causing failure.

4.2.2. GFRP-Reinforced Walls

Figures 4.1-b, c, and d illustrate the crack pattern of the GFRP-reinforced walls, clarifying that 

the three walls had similar crack propagation with less diagonal cracks for higher aspect ratios. 

The GFRP-reinforced walls showed a pinched behavior of hysteresis loops with no strength 

degradation, as shown in Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6.
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The unloading/reloading curves seemed to demonstrate linearity depending on GFRP bars 

elastic behavior. The reloading branches followed a similar loading path but at a lower loading 

stiffness, resulting in lower peak strength. The unloading path shape seems to be dependent on 

the strain at the onset of unloading. The lateral load-top displacement curves indicated that the 

first cycle of a new displacement level followed the loading path of the second cycle at the 

previous displacement level. This suggests that additional cycles at a specific displacement 

level would produce negligible damage to that experienced by the first unloading/reloading 

cycle.

Lateral drift (%)
- 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3
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G15

400

•  Cover splitting 
■ Concrete crushing
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Figure 4.4 -  Lateral load versus top-displacement relationship: G15
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Figure 4.5 -  Lateral load versus top-displacement relationship: G12
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Lateral drift (%)
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Figure 4.6 -  Lateral load versus top-displacement relationship: G10

An initial linear branch, with lower initial stiffness for higher aspect ratios, corresponding to 

the uncracked condition of the wall, was evidenced. At a lateral drift of 0.22%, a crack 

initiated, causing reduction in the stiffness with an initial crack width of 0.125, 0.137, and 

0.145 mm for G15, G12, and G10, respectively. As the lateral load increased, the GFRP walls 

exhibited a softened response, with the propagation of cracks that closed and realigned after 

each cycle. The same pattern continued with increased deformations up to lateral drifts of 

1.43% to 1.6%, at which all crack propagation stabilized. Vertical cover spoiling in the 

boundary gradually initiated at the most heavily compressed fibers (Figure 4.7-a) at 

approximately 2% of lateral drift. At a lateral drift of 2.6%, spalling of concrete cover took 

place on the boundary element (Figure 4.7-b). With increasing lateral load, concrete crushing 

(Figure 4.7-c) associated with the rupture of GFRP ties (Figure 4.7-d) was clearly evident, 

causing wall failure and a drop in strength, followed by the sequential rupture of GFRP bars in 

the boundary under compression (Figure 4.7-e). The ultimate lateral loads attained were 586, 

449, and 289 kN, corresponding to lateral drifts of 3.1 %, 3.0 %, and 3.4% for G15, G12, and 

G10, respectively.
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Figure 4.7 -  Failure progression of GFRP specimens: (a) vertical cover spoiling; (b) spalling 

of concrete cover; (c) concrete crushing causing failure; (d) fracture of longitudinal bars; and 

(e) rupture of GFRP tie

4.3. Effect of Test Parameters on Wall Response

4.3.1.Comparison of ST15 and G15

The crack patterns of the two specimens were generally similar, initiated by flexural cracks 

propagation and followed by flexural-shear cracks. In ST15, it ended with the buckling of 

boundary longitudinal bars prior to concrete crushing and, in G15, with concrete crushing
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associated with the fracture of boundary longitudinal bars (Figures 4.1, 4.3, and 4.7). Although 

ST 15 evidenced smaller crack width than G15 in early stage of cracking, in later stages, ST 15 

experienced greater crack width of 7.5 mm due to the yielding of steel bars in boundaries, 

creating plastic hinge and causing permanent deformation. The crack width for G 15, however, 

was less than 2 mm up to failure.

600

-.400
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►3 200 
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Figure 4.8 -  Envelope curves: steel versus GFRP

Figure 4.8 shows the envelope curve for walls ST15 and G15. In ST15, the boundary 

longitudinal bars yielded at a lateral drift of 0.43% (65% of ultimate load), causing permanent 

stretching, which is clearly evidenced in the hysteresis behavior, which showed open loops at 

a lateral drift of 1.14% (95% of ultimate load), with the concrete cover spoiling at a lateral 

drift of 1.43% , causing inelastic deformation. G15 had initial stiffness nearly similar to ST15 

until initial crack formation, when a reduction of G15 stiffness was clearly observed, resulting 

in almost linear behavior until failure. Although G15 had pinched cycles, cycle loops started to 

open at a lateral drift of 2% due to spoiling of concrete cover.

Clearly, ST 15 achieved a higher load than G15, due to the softened response of G15 up to a 

lateral drift of 2.1% (intersecting point of the two envelope curves, corresponding to 99% and 

80% of ultimate load for ST15 and G15, respectively). After that point, G15 kept increasing 

almost linearly to failure. It is interesting to note that the concrete cover of the two walls 

spoiled, which is considered moderate damage, at similar loads but at different drift levels
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(464 and 456 kN at lateral drifts of 1.43 % and 2% for ST15 and G15, respectively). The drift 

values fall within the range of 1.5 % to 2% (reached with moderate damage to both walls), 

which is the recommended allowable design drift in many codes (CSA A23.3 2004 and 

D uffeyetal. 1994).

Minimal crack width and ability to recover and realign cracking up to a lateral drift of 2% 

could be considered as advantages in using GFRP bars and provide proof of sufficient bond 

between concrete and GFRP bars. For many years, engineers believed that hysteretic pinching 

was an undesirable characteristic that would lead to larger structural displacements during 

inelastic response. Recent research (Huang and Foutch 2009, Sharbatdar and Saatcioglu 2009), 

however, indicated that hysteretic pinching without strength degradation does not produce 

undesirable responses and can result in less structural deformation than elastic-perfectly 

plastic behavior. Therefore, the behavior of GFRP-reinforced shear walls can be accepted in 

resisting lateral forces. Moreover, the nonoccurrence of early strength decay indicated no lack 

in shear capacity, concrete confinement, or joint and bond failure.

4.3.2.Comparison of Different Aspect Ratios

The main reason for testing the three GFRP-reinforced walls with different aspect ratios was 

to illustrate the applicability of GFRP-reinforced shear walls with different influences from 

coupling shear and flexure, covering the range of aspect ratios for medium-rise shear walls 

aspect ratio (typically between 2 and 4). The three walls were able to achieve their flexural 

capacity with no strength degradation or premature failure. Furthermore, they exhibited 

similar responses, except for the first flexural-shear crack, which was observed at lateral drifts 

of 0.37%, 0.57%, and 0.69% for G15, G12, and G10, respectively. That corresponds to a 

relatively similar lateral-load ratio to the ultimate lateral load of each wall (approximately 

35%; see Table 4.1) and the presence of steeper cracks associated with the smaller aspect 

ratio. This indicated the higher effect of shear deformation on the coupling between inelastic 

flexural and shear deformations, despite nominal shear strengths of approximately twice the 

shear force applied during the test. Generally, the three GFRP-reinforced walls achieved a 

lateral drift of 2%, while remaining elastic, and reached to a lateral drift of 3% at failure which
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is sufficient to warrant recommending the use of GFRP-reinforced walls in earthquake-prone 

regions. The investigation of the shear deformation effect will be addressed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.9 -  Envelope curves: aspect ratio

4.4. Energy Dissipation

A desirable characteristic in shear wall behavior, in addition to adequate drift level, is the 

energy dissipation capacity. The energy-dissipation capacity of a member can be evaluated in 

various ways. Moreover, this capacity is recognized as an important parameter with respect to 

a structure's seismic performance. Although the accumulative dissipated energy when the 

structure fails is an important parameter, it does not clearly indicate the level of deformation at 

which this energy is dissipated. Furthermore, it is also subject to uncertainties in defining 

failure. On the other hand, the amount of energy dissipated at a given drift level allows for 

more meaningful comparisons between different structures, yet it has to be supplemented by 

an indicator of the structure's residual force; if not, the picture is rather incomplete (Salonikios 

et al. 2000).

Figure 4.10 shows the calculated dissipated energy at each cycle for the tested walls. For drifts 

lower than 1%, the dissipated energy was quite small. For larger drifts, however, a nearly 

linear increase of the dissipated energy with respect to an increase in drift level can be 

observed. The steel-reinforced wall (ST 15) had higher dissipated energy than the GFRP-
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reinforced walls. It is interesting to note that walls ST 15 and G15 experienced similar energy 

dissipation (13 and 11 kN.m, respectively) at lateral drifts of 1.43 and 2%, respectively, 

corresponding to cover spoiling, which is considered moderate damage. As the lateral load 

increased, ST 15 experienced higher inelastic deformation than G15, yielding to higher 

dissipated energy in comparison to G15. Despite G15's pinched behavior, G15's greater 

strength in comparison to ST15 significantly contributed to its increased energy-dissipation 

capacity. Besides, G15 showed concrete softening associated with larger crack width before 

experiencing moderate damage. This was a good source of energy dissipation and an 

advantage in dynamic response as it attracts less dynamic forces (as will be shown in next 

section). The effect of aspect ratio was clear, since walls with lower aspect ratios yielded 

higher dissipated energy, since they exhibited higher ultimate capacity and relatively higher 

inelastic deformation (11, 7, and 5 kN.m for G15, G12, and G10, respectively).
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G15
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105
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Figure 4.10 -  Energy dissipation versus top displacement

In order to compare the effectiveness of the dissipated energy for the different walls, residual 

force was plotted against the energy dissipated in each cycle (Figure 4.11). ST15 and G15 had 

relatively similar dissipated energy until spoiling of concrete cover, at which, ST 15 

experienced a sudden increase in residual force (from 58 to 90 kN), leading to the increase in 

calculated dissipated energy. The increase of G15's residual force, however, was almost linear. 

Such behavior was expected due to the elastic behavior of the FRP bars. Smaller residual force 

due to higher aspect ratio is clearly noted by comparing G12 and G10 to G15. Nevertheless, it
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is important to mention that the minimal residual force (or displacement) is due to the 

capability of self-centering behavior of GFRP-reinforced walls.
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The dissipated energy for a half cycle was normalized to the introduced energy (area under the 

lateral load-top displacement envelope curve) such that walls with different load-carrying 

capacities could be adequately compared.
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Due to G15’s pinched behavior, the energy ratio for ST 15 was a bit higher than that of G15 

until spoiling of concrete cover. At that point, the same energy ratio was achieved: 0.36. With 

increasing the load, ST 15's energy ratio increased to 0.5 and 0.6 at maximum lateral load and
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concrete crushing, respectively, while G15's energy ratio was almost constant at 0.34, 

corresponding to both ultimate load and concrete crushing (Figure 4.12). The GFRP- 

reinforced walls had similar energy ratios at either spoiling of concrete or concrete crushing 

(Figure 4.13). Aspect ratio evidenced no clear effect in terms of calculated energy ratios.
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Figure 4.13 -  Energy ratio: aspect ratio

The values mentioned reveal a reasonable energy dissipation capacity for GFRP-reinforced 

walls. While the steel-reinforced wall was expected to have higher dissipated energy than the 

GFRP-reinforced walls, due to the large amount of inelastic deformations as the GFRP 

reinforcement remained elastic until failure, the GFRP-reinforced shear wall exhibited 

reasonable energy dissipation.

4.5. Secant Stiffness

Realistic modeling of RC buildings with shear walls typically dictates the use of relatively 

simple elements for all members, preferably using one element for each structural member. In 

this typical situation, it is essential to use realistic values for the stiffness of the wall elements, 

which are known to be significantly lower than that corresponding to gross section properties, 

even at the serviceability limit state (Aktan et al. 1985). The stiffness properties of the walls 

tested were evaluated using their secant stiffness, defined at the peak of each cycle; hence, the 

stiffness degradation during cycling at a constant displacement can also be assessed.
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Figure 4.14 shows the ratio K/Kq of the secant stiffness at various levels of lateral drift to the 

initial stiffness of wall specimens. As expected, considerable reduction in stiffness takes place 

in all specimens as higher levels of deformation are imposed; the decreased stiffness results in 

apparent strength degradation, that is, the same displacement amplitude is reached at a higher 

force. Despite the similar stiffness degradation pattern in all specimens, some discrepancies 

are also detected between them. ST 15 experienced lower rate of degradation due to the higher 

axial stiffness over the G15, however, both walls had similar stiffness ratio at the moderate 

damage level (0.24 and 0.19 corresponding to 1.43 and 2% lateral drift for ST15 and G15, 

respectively). Beyond this point, the degradation rate of stiffness ratio of ST 15 kept increasing 

and reached 0.13 at failure, however, for the GFRP-reinforced walls, the rate was much lower 

than that of ST 15 resulting in a stiffness ratio equals 0.16 at failure. Although ST 15 achieved 

higher stiffness ratio at the moderate damage level (corresponding to 99% of ultimate load), 

but could not sustain much load resulting in load degradation due to the severe damage 

(excessive cracking, bar buckling, and concrete cover spalling). On the other hand, G15 

achieved lower stiffness ratio up to the moderate damage level (corresponding to 80% of 

ultimate load) exhibiting a softener response within the elastic range with extensive concrete 

cracking due to low modulus of elasticity of GFRP bars. This softening response could result 

in longer vibration periods with potentially reduced seismic force demands (Sharbatdar and 

Saatcioglu 2009). Also, G15 was able to sustain higher load till failure due to the elastic 

behavior of the GFRP bars.
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4.6. Prediction of Ultimate Load Capacity

4.6.1. Plane Sectional Analysis

As described in Chapter 3, plane sectional analysis was carried out to predict the ultimate 

lateral load (V,} of the tested medium-rise walls as the failure was dominated by flexural 

considering the unconfined and confined concrete section (specifically for the concrete section 

at the boundary element). The prediction of ultimate load capacity considering the unconfmed 

concrete section was based on limiting ultimate concrete compression strain (ecu) to 0.0035 as 

an average suggested value.

Table 4.2 -  Calculated capacities of the walls: Plane sectional analysis

Wall P u  (kN) Vr (kN)
Unconfined Confined

Vfanc (kN) P J V fu n c Vrcoa (kN) P J  V f Con

ST15 476 627 377 1.26 470 1.01
G15 586 884 408 1.44 563 1.04
G12 449 647 305 1.47 420 1.07
G10 289 595 194 1.49 268 1.08

P„ = experimental ultimate lateral load Vr = factored shear strength 
V f unc = predicted load with unconfined section Vf con = predicted load with confined section

However, as the walls presented in this study were detailed at the boundary element and a 

sufficient amount of ties was provided, the confinement effect should be considered in the 

prediction. The readings of the two LVDTs mounted at the base of the wall at the boundary 

element were used to obtain the concrete compressive strain. At the ultimate load, the concrete 

strains in compression exceeded 0.007 for the GFRP-reinforced walls and reached 0.0055 for 

the steel-reinforced wall as shown in Figure 4.15, which supports the findings of previous 

experiments. Paulay and Priestley (1995) found experimentally that, under cyclic loads, 

crushing was delayed until strains reached 0.006 to 0.008. Moreover, Thomsen and Wallace 

(2004) estimated the ultimate compression strains for rectangular section walls as 0.0055. 

Therefore, based on the experimentally measured concrete compressive strains, the predicted 

ultimate lateral loads were recalculated (Table 4.2). The predicted ultimate loads based on the 

confined concrete section showed very good agreement with the experimental results, which 

validates the applicability of plane section analysis to GFRP-reinforced section (Sharbatdar 

and Saatcioglu 2009).
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4.6.2. Finite Element Analysis

The nonlinear analysis of shear walls was carried out using VecTor2 in this study. VecTor2 is 

a two-dimensional nonlinear finite element analysis program developed at the University of 

Toronto for reinforced concrete structures. Before proceeding to the analytical study, the 

material behavior models and the elements that are used in modeling the shear walls are 

described in this section. The detailed information on other elements or models is given in the 

“VecTor2 & FormWorks User’s Manual” by Wong and Vecchio (2002).

VecTor2 is a nonlinear finite element analysis program with a user friendly preprocessor 

FormWorks, (Wong and Vecchio, 2002), and post-processor Augustus, (©Bentz, 1996-2007) 

also developed at the University of Toronto. Any reinforced concrete structure can be modeled 

either manually using ASCII text files or the FormWorks program. The modeling of a 

structure starts with the selection of loading conditions and material behavior models. Then 

the regional properties, meshing options and restraint conditions of the structure are described 

to simulate the actual loading system. The element properties for concrete, reinforcement and 

bond regions are individually assigned to the model. The finite elements that are available in 

the VecTor2 library are simple and low-powered elements which have linear displacement 

functions leading to fewer suspicious and faulty behavior results. Once the model is ready for 

analysis, VecTor2 starts an iterative secant stiffness procedure for the nonlinear analysis of the 

reinforced concrete structure under designated loading and restraint conditions. The results of 

an analysis by VecTor2 can either be obtained from the ASCII result files or simply by using 

the post-processor, Augustus. Most of the local and global member behavior can be observed 

using Augustus, however there are still some results that can only be examined through the 

result text files.

Numerical simulations of the shear-walls’ response were performed with the two-dimensional 

(2D) finite element (FE) analysis program (VecTor2; Wong and Vecchio 2002) using the as- 

built material and geometrical properties of the specimens. The program was used to predict 

the specimen response under monotonic and reversed cyclic loadings including load- 

displacement behavior, crack pattern, mode of failure, curvature at wall base, and shear strain. 

The typical finite element mesh is shown in Figure 4.16.



Figure 4.16 -  Typical FE mesh (G15)

The 2D-FE analysis program is based on the MCFT (Vecchio and Collins 1986) and the 

DSFM (Vechio 2000) for the nonlinear FE analysis of reinforced concrete membrane 

structures. Different constitutive and behavioral models are available in VecTor2. The 

nonlinear behavior of the structure changes according to the model that has been selected. 

Therefore, it is extremely important for the user to have knowledge of all the models that are 

available and the effects of these models on the behavior of the structure. The material models 

assigned to the shear wall examined in this study are discussed below.

The pre-peak and post-peak compression response of the concrete was based on Hoshikuma et 

al. (1997) for normal-strength concrete. The hysteretic response of the concrete was set 

according to Palermo and Vecchio-with decay- (2002), and the slip distortion was taken into 

account according to Vecchio-Lai model (2004). The hysteretic model of the steel 

reinforcement was according to the Seckin (1981), while the stress-strain curve is set to be 

linear for GFRP reinforcement with a modulus equal to elastic modulus of the GFRP 

reinforcement. Steel reinforcement dowel action at the wall base was reproduced using the 

Tassios model based on a beam on an elastic concrete foundation theory (He and Kwan 2001), 

whereas neglected for the GFRP-reinforced walls. Concrete strength enhancement due to
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confinement was considered within the regions of concentrated reinforcement. The 

Kupfer/Richart model appropriate for cyclic loading was used for that purpose (Wong and 

Vecchio 2002). Detailed information about the selected material models can be found in Wong 

and Vecchio (2002).

For the hysteretic response, which is of major significance for future shake-table tests, there 

was an excellent agreement between the experiment and 2D-FE prediction up to failure as 

comparing Figures 4.17 to 4.20 with Figures 4.2 and 4.4 to 4.6. The FE analyses predicted the 

experimental flexure failure at drift ratios similar to those attained from the experiment.
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Figure 4.20 -  Hystertic response of FE: G10

Similar crack pattern and same failure mode (concrete crushing) was observed in the FE 

analysis and experiment as shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. The accumulated energy 

dissipation was the same up to 1.43 and 2% lateral drift for steel- and GFRP-reinforced walls, 

respectively, (corresponding to spoiling of concrete cover which considered as moderate 

damage), after this point the FE analysis predicted slightly higher dissipated energy for the 

GFRP-reinforced walls and lower dissipated energy for the steel-reinforced wall (less than 

10% difference; refer to Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.21 -  Typical crack pattern: experiment versus FE (G15)

Figure 4.22 -  Typical failure mode: experiment versus FE (G15)
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Table 4.3 -  Calculated capacities of the walls: FE analysis

Wall P u  (kN) V , (kN) E exp (kN.m) FEM monotonic FEM cyclic
£ fem  (kN.m)

Vfmon (kN) P J  Vfmon P rc  (kN) P J V ta c

ST15 476 627 163 377 0.94 470 0.97 151
G15 586 884 84 408 0.92 563 0.96 90
G12 449 647 61 305 0.91 420 0.97 66
G10 289 595 43 194 0.93 268 0.96 45

F„ = experimental ultimate lateral load Vr = factored shear strength
Emp = accumulated energy from experiment £fem = accumulated energy from FEM
Ifmon = predicted load with FEM monotonic Vfcyc = predicted load with FEM cyclic

Figures 4.23 to 4.26 show the envelope curve of the FE analysis response of the walls under 

imposed reversed cyclic top lateral displacement with stepwise incremented amplitudes in 

addition to the monotonic (push-over) analysis response. Both analytical procedures reached 

an ultimate load which is still well below the factored shear strength (l^) of the wall 

specimens (Table 4.3). The resistance developed by the cyclic specimens matched the 

monotonic response up to almost 1.43 and 2% of lateral drift for steel- and GFRP-reinforced 

walls, respectively. Beyond these drift levels, the monotonic response showed a higher load 

capacity of approximately 8% (Table 4.3) which is attributed to the absence of material 

degradation caused by the reversed cyclic loading.
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Figure 4.23 -  ST15 Envelope curves: experiment versus FE
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Figure 4.27 shows that the predicted curvature at the wall base compares well to the 

experimentally calculated curvature. The calculated rotation based on FE analysis is in a good 

agreement with the experimental one as shown in Figure 4.28. The procedure to calculate 

curvature and rotation are explained in Chapter 5. The FE results will be used for assessment 

of decoupling flexure and shear deformation as discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.7. Conclusion

This study was carried out on concrete shear walls in order to prove the validity of using 

GFRP bars in reinforcing shear walls to resist lateral loads. The findings are promising with 

respect to applications for GFRP bars.

• All specimens achieved their flexural strength with no sign of premature shear, sliding 

shear, bond and anchorage failure, or instability failure.

• The GFRP-reinforced walls had a pinched hysteretic behavior without strength 

degradation, indicating acceptable behavior of such walls.
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• All the specimens showed a stable hysteretic behavior; with a drift capacity of over 3% 

for the GFRP-reinforced walls and 2.6% for the steel-reinforced wall.

•  The aspect ratio had a clear effect on the coupling between the inelastic flexural and 

shear deformations, which will be thoroughly investigated in the following chapter.

•  The moderate damage (spoiling of concrete cover) occurred at higher drift levels in the 

GFRP-reinforced walls than the steel-reinforced wall.

•  The GFRP-reinforced walls behaved elastically with realigned cracks and recoverable 

deformation of up to a lateral drift of 2%, corresponding to 80% of the ultimate lateral load.

•  In spite of the elastic behavior of GFRP-reinforced walls, they achieved acceptable 

levels of dissipated energy compared to the steel-reinforced wall when the minimal residual 

force of GFRP is considered. Concrete softening of G15, due to the low modulus of elasticity 

of GFRP bars, was a good source of energy dissipation

•  The GFRP-reinforced walls achieved lower stiffness ratio up to the moderate damage 

level exhibiting a softener response. This softening response could result in longer vibration 

periods which reduce seismic force demands.

• The greatest advantage of using steel reinforcement in shear walls is having higher 

energy dissipation through inelastic deformation. In contrast, the greatest advantage of GFRP 

reinforcement is no permanent deformation at up to 80% of the ultimate capacity.

• The plane sectional analysis can be used for the flexural design of GFRP-reinforced- 

concrete sections. Sufficient detailing at the boundary enhanced the confinement of concrete, 

which should be considered in design.

• The push-over (monotonic) FE analysis predicted the ultimate loads and the 

corresponding displacement within a reasonable range of error (less than 10%); however, the 

cyclic FE analysis provided a better prediction.
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Therefore, since the GFRP-reinforced shear walls attained good strength and deformation 

capacity as well as reasonable energy dissipation, GFRP reinforcement could be used in lateral 

resisting systems (shear walls), although further research is needed to implement adequate 

design guidelines and recommendations for such structural elements.
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Abstract

Interaction of flexural and shear deformations of mid-rise reinforced concrete shear walls 

under quasi-static cyclic loading were investigated. Four large-scale shear walls -  one steel- 

reinforced and three GFRP-reinforced walls -  were tested with flexural failure domination. 

Finite element simulation is conducted and the analyses captured the main features of 

behavior. It was found that relying on the diagonal transducers tended to overestimate shear 

distortions by 30% to 50%. Correcting the results based on the use of vertical transducers was 

assessed and found to produce consistent results. Decoupling the flexural and shear 

deformations is discussed. Using elastic material gave uniform distribution of shear strains 

along the shear region, resulting in shear deformation ranging from 15% to 20% of total 

deformation. The yielding of the steel bars intensified the shear strains at the yielding location, 

causing significant degradation in shear deformation ranging from 2% to 40% of total 

deformation.
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5.1. Introduction

Proper characterization of shear-wall strength and deformation capacities is essential. Strength 

design must include assessing the flexural and shear strength of a wall panel. This is especially 

important for earthquake-resistant design, in which the design load increases as the ductility or 

deformation capability of a structure decreases. Even though this consideration is implicitly 

incorporated into building codes and may not be of direct concern to the designer, such 

information is important for developing or improving code provisions as well as for assessing 

the seismic safety of a particular design.

The investigation in this chapter, therefore addressed the behavior of shear walls with a 

medium aspect ratio. Both nonlinear flexural and nonlinear shear deformations significantly 

contribute to the lateral response of such shear walls. Therefore, in designing the shear walls 

presented herein, we strove to avoid all brittle failures that might occur and that would cause 

lower ductility and prevent the shear walls from reaching their capacities.

The objectives of this chapter are (1) to assess methods to calculate realistic, rather than 

conventional, flexural and shear deformations in shear walls controlled by flexure, (2) to 

provide flexural and shear deformation ratios to total deformation and their effect on behavior 

in different aspect ratios. These data are valuable in developing of reliable, reasonably 

accurate analytical models of the structural-member response under axial, flexural, and 

nonlinear shear effect. These data are also vital in supporting the preliminary design guidelines 

in building codes for determining the feasible range of reinforcement for new shear walls 

reinforced with FRP reinforcement.

5.2. Shear Distortion

Earlier it was believed, from experimental results of beams, that shear force has no 

recognizable influence on the development of flexural capacity. Accordingly, the design 

process ignores the interaction and deal with flexure and shear separately. However, in shear 

wall behavior an intimate relation does exist between flexure, shear, bond, and anchorage. 

Shear distortion can affect the distribution of flexural strain in concrete and reinforcement.
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Therefore, it is necessary to study the shear distortion and the influence of aspect ratio and 

material properties.

The average shear distortion in the lower part of the tested walls was determined using the 

data obtained through the X configuration LVDTs. The average shear distortion was 

calculated using the expression by Oesterle et al. (1976), based on the change in length in the 

two diagonals;

(^i ~ )^t ~ (^2 ~ dz )d2
7 IhL

where y (rad) is the average shear distortion, di and d? are the original diagonal length, dx' and 

d2' are the deformed length of diagonals, L is horizontal distance between the two LVDTs, h = 

lw, as defined in Figure 5.1.

L
Figure 5.1 -  Calculation of average shear distortion

The lateral load versus average shear distortion response in the lower part of all tested walls 

were presented up to one or two cycles before failure (Figure 5.2), thereafter the data generally 

was unreliable after experiencing severe concrete spalling. In early loading the shear distortion 

capacity of the specimens was not significantly affected by either the wall aspect ratio or the 

reinforcement material. However after spoiling of the concrete cover, G15 and G12 

experienced higher magnitude of shear deformation in comparison to G10. For ST 15, P-y 

relationship was relatively pinched until the first outer vertical reinforcement in boundary 

yielded. At that stage, shear distortion in ST15 increased significantly.
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Figure 5.2 -  Lateral load versus shear distortion relationship

The P-y relationship for walls G15, G12, and G10 experienced significant pinching. Results of 

G15, G12, and G10 did not show a strong relationship between the shear distortion and the 

aspect ratio in early elastic stage. While, after concrete cracks appear the influence of aspect 

ratio was clearly evidenced. G15 sustained a maximum shear distortion of 0.0049 rad and 

0.0031 rad in the positive and negative loading direction, respectively. While, G12 sustained a 

maximum shear distortion of 0.0033 rad and 0.0029 rad in the positive and negative loading 

direction, respectively. GlO’s maximum shear distortion in the positive and negative loading 

direction was 0.0017 rad and 0.0017 rad, respectively. At ultimate level, shear distortions were
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slightly smaller in Specimen G12 than in G15, while G10 experienced less than half the shear 

distortion of G15. This observation shows that increasing aspect ratio decreased shear 

distortion which reveals the significance effect of the shear in case of lower aspect ratio.

GFRP-reinforced walls exhibited smaller shear distortion compared to the steel-reinforced 

wall. ST15, especially after yielding of vertical bars experienced nearly twice as much as G15. 

Shear distortion of about 0.0085 rad was recorded in the positive direction and 0.007 rad in the 

negative for ST15. The two walls ST 15 and G15 achieved similar lateral load at shear 

distortion of approximately 0.003 rad (corresponding to lateral drift of 1.43 and 2% for ST15 

and G15, respectively -  see Figure 4.8). At this stage, the shear related damage could be 

described as moderate.

Based on the above results, and even though shear distortions could not be accurately 

measured up to failure of the wall specimens, it can be concluded that moderate shear related 

damage in GFRP-reinforced walls is associated with shear distortions varying between 

approximately 0.17% rad and 0.49% rad comparing to 0.85% for steel-reinforced wall which 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the elastic behavior of the GFRP bars in controlling and 

reducing the shear effect comparing to the steel bars.

Massone and Wallace (2004), based on slender RC wall tests, reported that the calculation of 

shear distortions using Eq. 5.1 within the yielding region tends to overestimate the shear 

distortion by 30%. And, Admantia (2010) reported that good agreement was shown for this 

equation in elastic range. After steel yielding, the equation overestimated the shear distortion 

value in the range of 10% to 20% until reaching the maximum load capacity of the specimen.

5.3. Deformation Analysis

An attempt has been made to determine the effect of each mode of deformation on the total 

displacement of the wall specimens by separately calculating the flexural and shear 

deformations. Horizontal sliding and longitudinal-bar slip at the base were neglected in this 

study as the measured values never exceeded 1% of total lateral deformation. Measurements 

from LVDTs arranged vertically, horizontally, and diagonally (Figure 3.17) were processed in 

addition to the assessment of the FE analysis results.
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5.3.1. Decoupling Flexure and Shear Deformations

As stated, in shear wall behavior, there is an intimate relation between flexure and shear. Shear 

deformation can affect the distribution of flexural strain in concrete and reinforcement; 

yielding of flexure reinforcement redistributes shear strains causing localization of shear strain 

at the yielding area, as will be discussed later.

M ■4
/  ✓ /  / /1

v \
\

c)a)

Figure 5.3 -  Decoupling flexure and shear deformations

Instrumentation was provided to obtain flexural and shear deformation over a height equal to 

lw. The results were obtained by two independent approaches: by determining the lateral 

displacement over a height equal lw, and using the common way of X configuration LVDTs 

and two vertical LVDTs at both boundaries. Based on the X configuration, average shear 

deformations were determined with the model shown in Figure 5.3-a. This method was 

recognized by many previous researchers (Osterle et al. 1979, Sittipunt et al. 2001) and 

accordingly, shear deformation (Usoriginai) was calculated as follows:

U.s original
_ {dl'-d )d -(d 2'-d)d

2 L
(5.2)

where dx' and d2' are the deformed length of diagonal, d  is the original diagonal length, and L 

is horizontal distance between gauges.
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Vi

L

Figure 5.4 -  Flexural and shear deformation accounting for vertical displacement

Shear deformation is conventionally estimated from changes in the length of the two diagonals 

as in Eq. 5.2 (Figure 5.3-a). The shear deformation given by this method, however, is 

overestimated because it contains flexural deformation due to the existence of a moment 

gradient along the height of shear walls. As reported by Hiraishi (1984), the approach in Eq. 

5.2 is only correct if the curvature is constant over the height of the panel for which the shear 

deformation is determined and, therefore, any difference in the lengths of the diagonals is 

associated with shear deformations only (Figure 5.3-b). If the curvature is not constant over 

the height of the shear panel -  as was the case of the tested walls -  part of the difference in 

diagonal lengths has to be attributed to flexural deformations (Figure 5.3-c). Therefore, 

according to the geometry illustrated in Figure 5.4, which is recognized by many past 

researchers (Hiraishi 1984, Massone and Wallace 2004, Beyer et al. 2011), the corrected shear 

deformation {Us corrected) can be expressed as follows;

UscorrMrd + Ur =^ ( UR + UL) (5.3)

whereas (d, - d ) - (d 2 -d ) = -^{U R + UL)+-^{VR-V L)
d d

(5.4)
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Thus, by substituting Eq. 5.3 into Eq. 5.4, the corrected shear deformation can be given by Eq. 

5.5 as follows;

U =1 —s corrected j [(<#, '-<<)-(dt -d ) ] -  U ,+  <1 5 >
V 1

where Us is the average shear deformation (Us = (Usj + f4?)/2); Uf is the average flexural 

lateral deformation (Uf -  (Un + Lfc)/2); Ui  and Up are the horizontal displacement at both 

sides; h is the base height of LVDT (= / J ;  Vi and Vr are the vertical displacement at both 

boundaries.

The rotation over height h (6) and flexure deformation (£//) can be calculated as follows; 

e= (Vt -  V„)/L (5.6)

U,= a 6 h  (5.7)

Thus, Eq. 5.5 can be rewritten by Eq. 5.8 using Eqs. 5.6 and 5.7 as follows (Hiraishi 1984) ;

U ,  corrected ( a -0 .5 ) tf*  (5.8)
\ c L J

To obtain the contribution of the flexure deformation, the center of rotation (a) over the height 

h must be determined. For RC walls, the center of rotation is not always located in the 

element’s center (Figure 5.3-c). Therefore, the calculation based on X configuration only 

overestimates shear deformations and must be corrected. Eq. 5.8 reveals that, for the case of a 

= 0.5, the expression for the original and corrected X configuration produces same result. For 

values of a > 0.5, which is common, the uncorrected shear deformation is overestimated.

5.3.2.Center of Rotation (a)

It is inevitable for correcting the average shear deformation to estimate the average flexural 

deformation with sufficient accuracy. Salonikios (2002) assumed that the flexural lateral 

displacement is equal to the difference of vertical displacement, which implies that the center 

of rotation is at the bottom of the element. Hiraishi (1984) included the factor a that
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represented in Eqs. 5.7 and 5.8, where a corresponds to the fraction of the story height to the 

center of the equivalent flexural rotation measured from the base of the element or story, to 

correct measured values (a =1.0 is consistent with the assumption used by Salonikios 2002). 

Massone and Wallace (2004) set a to 0.67, assuming a triangle curvature distribution. In this 

study, a was calculated based on the procedure explained by Hiraishi (1984) which is a 

simplified procedure to distribute the total deformation of a shear wall into the flexural and 

shear deformation using the factor a, which is defined by;

]d{y)dy
a=-

0 h
(5.9)

where 6(y) is the difference of rotations at the top and bottom of the panel of height h (= lw in 

this study) for which the shear deformations are determined, and a  is a measure for the 

variation of the curvature over the panel height.

a) Strain profile

3
ClOc03

02

b) Curvature ($>) c) Rotation (6)

Figure 5.5 -  Idealized curvature and rotation

Average curvatures over the wall height were determined based on experimental strain profiles 

and FE analysis (Chapter 4) at different levels along the wall height. A representation of a 

typical strain profile for a wall cross section is shown in Figure 5.5-a. The average curvature 

0 i  for a certain panel height hi along the wall height was calculated using Eq. 5.10 (Figure 

5.5-b).
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0 / — (Et; + Ect) I Av (5.10)

where, £„■ and eCi = strain at the tension and compression ends of the wall over hit respectively, 

lw is the length of the wall.

The product of the average curvatures 0 ,  and the corresponding panel height h, gives the panel 

rotations 6t (Figure 5.5-c) at the center of each panel (Eq. 5.11).

The summation of the calculated rotations, 9it multiplied by the distances from the center of 

the panel to the top of the wall, /?,„ for all panels, gives the flexural lateral displacements (L/J 

at the top of each wall, as given by Eq. 5.12:

According to the definition of Hiraishi (1984), the factor a is estimated based on the rotation 

{6), as it is the ratio of the shaded area to the rectangular surrounded by solid lines, as shown 

in Figure 5.5-c, giving same results for a when calculated as the ratio of curvature centroid to 

panel height.

The average curvature and rotation profiles over the wall heights used in calculating the 

flexure deformations are presented in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, respectively, at different lateral 

displacement stages. ST 15 induced a higher curvature than the GFRP-reinforced walls close to 

the wall base due to the yielding of longitudinal steel bars. ST15 and G15, at 1.43% and 2% 

lateral drift (corresponding to moderate damage due to spoiling of concrete cover), have the 

highest calculated curvature and rotation; meanwhile, due to a higher aspect ratio, G12 and 

G10 have their highest calculated curvature and rotation at a lateral drift of 3% and 3.4%, 

respectively, (corresponding to the concrete crushing at failure).

6 1 = 0 i hi (5.11)

Uf="L 6j h,i (5.12)
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As shown in Figure 5.6, at the early stages, the curvatures for all walls showed almost constant 

distribution along the wall height. This constant distribution gives a a value of 0.5 in early 

elastic stage leading to no correction needed for shear deformation due to flexural deformation, 

as expressed in Eq. 5.8 (Uscorrected = Us original) ■ This reveals no interaction between flexure and 

shear during the elastic stage. With crack initiation, the curvature became a triangle and « 

increased to 0.67 (corresponds to the assumption of Massone and Wallace 2004). The value of 

a  continued increasing till it reached maximum value at vertical spoil of concrete cover 

(lateral drift of 1.43% and 2% for steel- and GFRP-reinforced walls, respectively). In the case 

of the steel-reinforced wall, the value of a decreased after reaching this stage, while, in the 

case of the GFRP shear walls, a continued increasing till ultimate load. The calculated rotation 

based on the experimental and FE results -  which were close as shown in Figure 4.27 -  were 

used to calculate the center of rotation (a) at different lateral drift levels. The experimentally 

calculated rotations at different lateral drift level are shown in Figure 5.7. The experimentally 

calculated a were found to be similar to the one calculated based on the FE analysis with 2% 

correlation. The values were 0.72, 0.91, 0.85, and 0.8 for ST15, G15, G12, and G10, 

respectively, as an average value between lateral drift of 1% up to ultimate load.

From the obtained values of a, it can be noticed that all values are more than 0.67. The steel- 

reinforced wall experienced a lower a than the GFRP-reinforced walls. This is due to the 

occurrence of higher shear deformations after the yielding of the steel bars, as observed in 

many past investigations (Beyer et al. 2011). Meanwhile, as the aspect ratio increased the 

value of a decreased. This reflects that, flexure and shear interaction decreased as the aspect 

ratio increased.

The cause of variation in the calculated values of a for the test walls may also be observed by 

considering the measured strains in the horizontal web reinforcement (shear strains). Figure 

5.8 shows the measured shear strains for the tested walls at ultimate load.

Figure 5.8 shows that the yielding of the vertical steel reinforcement in ST15 resulted in an 

increase of shear strains at the base of the ST15 wall. This decreases the calculated values of a, 

while the shear reinforcement remained elastic, presenting a stable shear-transfer mechanism. 

Figure 5.8 also clearly shows that the shear strains were higher in G15 than in G12 than in
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G 10, which assesses the conclusion that less interaction between flexure and shear is 

associated with an increasing aspect ratio and, accordingly, the value of a decreased with 

increasing aspect ratio.

3.5 ST15 G15 G12 G10

—  Exp
-  -  FEM- •

1

0.5

0 . 
0 4 8 0 2 0 2 20

Shear strain (%o)

Figure 5.8 -  Shear strain at ultimate load: experiment and FE

5.3.3.Original and Corrected Lateral Displacement

The results obtained using the two independent approaches for determining the lateral 

displacement over the height (h = /„) were compared to assess the consistency of the 

measurements as well as to assess the relative contributions of shear and flexural 

deformations.

The relation plotted in Figure 5.9 as original refers to calculating the lateral displacement by 

summing the flexural (vertical LVDTs) and shear (diagonal LVDTs) deformations without 

correcting the shear deformations to account for the influence of the vertical displacements on 

the diagonal measurements. The relation plotted as corrected makes this correction using the 

model illustrated in Figure 5.4. A 45-degree line on Figure 5.9 indicates perfect agreement 

between the two independent approaches for obtaining the lateral displacement.

It is clear that the displacement obtained with the uncorrected (original) relation exceeds the 

displacement obtained with the lateral LVDT measurement by about 30% for ST 15 and G15, 

and 40% and 51% for G12 and G10, respectively, whereas the corrected relation results in 

estimations with differences of 8% for ST 15 and 15% for the GFRP-reinforced walls. This is
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consistent with expectations, as the shear deformations are expected to be overestimated with 

the uncorrected calculations. The corrected shear deformation resulted in very good agreement 

with the measured lateral deformation.
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Figure 5.9 -  Comparison of total displacement at h = lw

5.3.4. Decoupled Flexure and Shear Deformations

Figure 5.10 shows the contribution of each deformation mode to the total displacement of the 

tested walls, plotted for various top lateral drift levels over the height h = lw. To obtain the 

aforementioned comparisons, the center of rotation (a) for the flexural deformations was set to 

the values obtained as discussed earlier.
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Figure 5.10 -  Flexure and shear contribution to total displacement at h = lw

It is clear from Figure 5.10 that the relative contribution of each mode varied with the degree 

of lateral drift. Initially, flexural deformations dominated the response. At higher levels of 

lateral drift, however, the shear deformations become relatively pronounced. For instance, in 

wall specimen ST15, the flexural deformations account for about 98% of the total 

displacement up to the yielding of the longitudinal steel bar (0.43% lateral drift). As the load 

increased, the contribution of the flexure deformation tended to decrease, reaching 90% at a 

lateral drift of 1.43%, corresponding to moderate wall damage (spoiling of concrete cover); 

85% at a lateral drift of 2.3%, corresponding to severe longitudinal bar buckling and ultimate 

lateral load; and 80% at a lateral drift of 2 .6%, corresponding to concrete crushing at failure. 

Whereas, for the GFRP-reinforced walls, flexure contribution to the deformation accounted 

for about 86%, 80%, and 76% for G15, G12, and G10, respectively, of the total displacement,
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up to 1% lateral drift. At the moderate-damage level -  corresponding to a lateral drift of 2% -  

the flexure contribution dropped slightly to 82%, 80%, and 75% (G15, G12, and G10, 

respectively) and reached 80%, 78%, and 72% (G15, G12, and G10, respectively), 

corresponding to a lateral drift of 3% at concrete crushing at failure.

The plots reveal that inelastic shear behavior occurred over the height h = lw despite the 

factored shear strength (Pr) of more than one-third of the applied lateral load. Moreover, as the 

shear contribution to the total displacement over height h = lw did not exceed 25%, neglecting 

the effect of the shear deformation above lw could be reasonable, which is supported by past 

experimental results (Massone and Wallace 2004) as the flexure deformation will account for 

a much larger percentage. The results for shear behavior clearly demonstrate the coupling of 

inelastic shear and flexure, that is, inelastic flexural deformations appear to have led to 

inelastic shear deformations.

5.4. Conclusion

Four mid-rise reinforced concrete shear walls -  one reinforced with steel and three with GFRP 

bars -  dominated by flexural response, were presented to investigate the coupling between 

flexural and shear deformations. The effect of each mode of deformation on the total 

displacement of the walls was studied. Flexural and shear deformation were obtained. Based 

on these studies, the following concluding remarks can be drawn:

•  At the moderate damage level, the steel-reinforced wall induced a higher curvature, 

shear strain, and rotation than the GFRP-reinforced walls close to the wall base due to the 

yielding of the longitudinal steel bars.

•  Calculating the shear deformations based on the diagonal measurements (X 

configuration) only resulted in overestimation by more than 30%. Meanwhile, accounting for 

the vertical measurement effect results in estimations with differences of no more than 15%.
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•  The GFRP-reinforced walls showed good distribution of the shear strains over the wall 

height. Nevertheless, the shear strain of the steel-reinforced wall was localized close to the 

base, which attributed the yielding of the longitudinal steel bars.

•  The calculated values of a in the early elastic stage are approximately equal to 0.5, 

revealing no interaction between flexure and shear during this stage. As the cracks appeared, 

however, the value of a increased to 0.67 and continued increasing until its maximum value at 

spoiling of concrete cover (moderate-damage level). The average values were found to be 0.72, 

0.91, 0.85, and 0.8 for ST15, G15, G12, and G10, respectively.
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Abstract

With the rise in constructing using FRP reinforcement, owing to corrosion problems in steel- 

reinforced structures, there is a need to provide guidelines for laterally loaded members. 

Currently, design guidelines for lateral load resistance for glass-FRP- reinforced shear walls 

are not available in codes. For this objective, primary guidelines for seismic design of a 

slender GFRP-reinforced shear wall in moderate earthquakes regions was presented. The 

ultimate limit state was addressed by providing strength capacity that limit ductility demand to 

their safe flexural displacement capacity (ductility or deformability capacity). The strength 

demands were derived from ground motion spectra using reduction factors that depend on 

both the strength and energy dissipation of the structure. Deformation capacity was derived by 

estimating virtual yield and maximum allowable deformations in which suggestions were 

made for appropriate definitions. Strength reduction factor was studied and proposed based on 

the carried experimental program. Definition of virtual plastic hinge for GFRP-reinforced 

walls was described and its length was estimated based on experimental observations and 

calculations. Subsequently, experimental results of the GFRP-reinforced concrete shear walls 

under quasi-static cyclic loading were used to justify the design guideline procedure.
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6.1. Introduction

In a step toward utilizing FRP materials in more infrastructures, there is a need for design 

guidelines for members to resist lateral loads imposed from wind and earthquakes. FRP found 

its way in many construction elements such as beams, one-way and two-way slabs, and, 

recently, columns (Kassem et al. 2011, Bakis et al. 2002, El-Salakawy et al. 2005, Sharbatdar 

and Saatcioglu 2009, Tobbi et al. 2012). Designing such elements have been covered by code 

provisions in CSA S806 (2012) and ACI 440.1R (2006). Meanwhile, there is a lack in seismic 

design provisions for FRP-reinforced structural members.

Observations from previous earthquakes have indicated that well designed shear walls can be 

used effectively as a primary lateral load resisting system from both wind and earthquake 

loading (Fintel 1995). Reinforced-concrete shear walls have proven to provide excellent, cost- 

effective lateral resistance to lateral loads in comparison to other lateral-resisting systems 

(Cardenas et al. 1973, Fintel 1995). Shear walls are commonly used to resist the actions 

imposed on buildings due to earthquake ground motions because they provide substantial 

strength and stiffness.

Current seismic design procedures are based on “elastic response spectra’’ used in UBC 

(1988) and NBCC (2005), which is a modified version of “smooth ground motion spectra”. 

Allowable stresses are derived from the elastic response spectra using force modification 

factors (Mitchell et al. 2003). For the design of the concrete structures, UBC (1988) and 

NBCC (2005) refer to CSA A23.3 (2004) and ACI 318 (2008). CSA A23.3 (2004) and ACI 

318 (2008) focus on providing the required strength and stiffness to avoid or limit damage 

under frequent earthquakes, while ensuring sufficient wall-deformation capacity (Massone and 

Wallace 2004).

Therefore, to ensure adequate seismic performance, shear wall must have sufficient strength, 

and sufficient deformation capacity. The necessary strength can be achieved by properly 

detailed longitudinal and transverse reinforcement then checked using plane sectional analysis 

under combined flexure and axial forces. The deformation capacity (ductility) of steel- 

reinforced shear walls is directly related to the plastic hinge length, the length of flexural
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compression zone, and the concrete compressive strain (Adebar et al. 2005). If the 

compression strain demand is greater than the compression strain capacity, confinement must 

be provided. Therefore, the wall ductility provisions in CSA A23.3 (2004) and ACI 318 

(2008) require calculating inelastic rotation demand and inelastic rotation capacity.

This chapter summarized the design principles for drift capacity and ductility of steel- 

reinforced shear walls. Primary guidelines for seismic design of slender GFRP-reinforced 

shear walls in moderate earthquakes regions were presented. The procedure can be used to 

design GFRP-reinforced wall to have adequate drift capacity limited to shear walls dominated 

by flexure. Experimental results assessed the design procedure and provided a proposed value 

for force modification factors and plastic hinge length. This study also presented a review of 

different methods to calculate ductility in GFRP-reinforced members.

6.2. Design Principles for Steel-Reinforced Shear Walls

One of the main concepts in flexure designing of shear walls is the ductility, where the 

objective of wall provisions in CSA A23.3 (2004) and ACI 318 (2008) is to ensure adequate 

drift capacity. Drift capacity can be ensured if the concrete compressive strain capacity of the 

wall is more than the demanded to reach drift capacity (Adebar 2006). Accordingly, the 

principal expression in ductility design is that, curvature capacity (0 C) of the shear wall must 

be greater than or equal to curvature demand (0 fj  imposed on the wall by the design 

earthquake;

0 4 , (6-1)

where the curvature capacity (0 C) is related to the ultimate concrete compressive strain as 

follows;

0C = £—  (6 .2)
c

where ecu is the ultimate concrete compressive strain, and c is the flexural compression zone 

length.
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The vertical strain profile associated with the curvature capacity is shown in Figure 6.1-a. The 

total curvature demand (0 d) is made up of two components; elastic portion (0 r) that ends with 

yielding of longitudinal reinforcement for steel-reinforced shear walls, and inelastic portion 

(0 ld) as shown in Figure 6.1-b. This relation is expressed as follows;

</>d =<t>y + K  M

The inelastic curvature demand (0/d) can be determined from inelastic displacement demand 

at the top of the wall (Aiar) using the relationship illustrated in Figure 6.1-c and given as 

follows;

(64)

where 6id is the inelastic rotational demand, hw the overall wall height, and \ p is the plastic 

hinge length defined as the length where the maximum inelastic curvature exist (Figure 6.1-b).

*

0V or 0 ,

total

*ed

0 ,  or 0e 0j
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><•in
•O

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.1 -  Elastic and plastic deformations of shear walls
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For simplicity, CSA A23.3 (2004) compares the inelastic rotation demand did to the inelastic 

rotation capacity as representative value of drift which derived from Eq. 6 .1 and expressed as 

follows;

( 6 ' 7 )

** ~6‘d (6.8)

To obtain the inelastic rotation demand (0,y) the code provisions rely on the total demanded 

drift from ground displacement (design earthquake forces). This drift noted as total drift 

consists of two parts, elastic portion and inelastic portion as follows;

^ to ta l  ^  ^ t d  ^0 0^

Code provisions, in steel-reinforced shear walls, estimate the inelastic drift portion based on 

the demanded total drift from ground displacement. ACI 318 (2008) estimates the inelastic 

drift equal to the total drift and neglects the elastic portion, resulting in the following 

expression;

A,0(a/ = A;rf (6.10)

eld= ^  (6 .11)

While the CSA A23.3 (2004) estimates the elastic portion as the total drift divided by a force 

modification factor (R) which resulted in a simple expression used to estimate inelastic portion 

as follows;

<61Z>



I l l

Atotal

(K-0-5X) R
(6.13)

And accordingly, both the force modification factor (R) and the plastic hinge length (Xp) are 

important for estimating the demanded drift. Subsequently, the inelastic rotation capacity is 

calculated, in steel-reinforced shear walls, by the following equation;

(6 1 4 )

6.2.1.Simplified Expressions

CSA A23.3 (2004) assumes the plastic hinge length ( \p) equals to 0.5/* and Iw as a lower and 

upper limits, respectively. The ultimate curvature capacity (<PC) equals the ultimate strain of 

concrete ( e cu)  divided by the neutral axis depth (c) (Eq. 6.2). The strain value e cu  used in the 

derivation of the CSA A23.3 (2004) provision equals 0.004 for unconfined concrete, while the 

neutral axis depth (c) is determined by plane sectional analysis. The yield curvature capacity 

(0y) is estimated equal to 0.004//*. With these assumptions and applying the lower limit of \ p 

(kp = 0.5/*), Eq. 6.14 is rewritten as follows;

£ j .

\
cu w

2c
- 0.002 (6.15)

CSA A23.3 (2004) specifies the upper limit of inelastic rotation capacity (6ic) equals to 0.025 

which is governed by steel tensile strain. On the other hand, the inelastic rotational demand 

(0lci) is calculated from Eq. 6.4 based on the upper limit of Xp (Xp = /*) as follows;

q  _  A to,a! ~  A ed _  A f R - A r 7 *  (g J0\
* {h„ -  0.5X ) ( ^ - 0 . 5 / J

where Af is the top displacement corresponding to the factored strength of the shear wall, yw is 

the overstrength factor. CSA A23.3 (2004) provides a minimum value for da of 0.004 for 

ductile shear walls and 0.003 for moderate-ductility shear walls.
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6.3. Proposed Provisions for GFRP-Reinforced Shear Walls

In steel-reinforced shear walls, the focus of design equations was on the inelastic portion of 

deformations as a major portion of drift capacity. Meanwhile, experimental results of GFRP- 

reinforced shear walls reached similar or even higher drift capacity, as will be discussed later, 

but with large elastic portion of deformation followed by a relatively small portion of inelastic 

deformation due to the absence of yielding phenomenon in GFRP bars. Therefore, the ductility 

provisions for steel-reinforced shear walls are not applicable for GFRP-reinforced shear walls.

It is common that the elastic portion of deformation ends with yielding of steel reinforcement 

or with deterioration in concrete, as specified in previous researches (Priestley et al. 1996, 

Shedid et al. 2011). In previous tested steel-reinforced shear walls experiencing flexural 

failure, the yield happened before spoiling of concrete cover at wall end under compression 

(deterioration in concrete) and, therefore, the elastic displacement was significantly small 

comparing to the inelastic displacement. In case of GFRP-reinforced shear walls, as GFRP 

reinforcement do not yield, the end of the elastic portion was delayed until concrete 

degradation took place, which resulted in a significant increase of the elastic displacement.

Where the objective is to have adequate drift capacity, still the curvature capacity (<PC) of the 

GFRP-reinforced shear wall had to be greater than or equal to curvature demand (0 d) imposed 

on the wall by the design earthquake as specified in Eq. 6 .1. The curvature capacity (0 C) is 

computed as the ratio of the ultimate concrete compressive strain (ecu) to the flexural 

compression zone length (c) (Eq. 6.2). The total curvature demand {0d) is made up of two 

components; elastic portion that ends with spoiling of concrete cover (concrete degradation) 

referred as <£«/ for GFRP-reinforced shear walls, and inelastic portion 0 id. 0 d is expressed as 

follows;

0, = ̂  + (6-17)

As a perceptible value for designers, it is better to evaluate the total rotation demand and 

compare to total rotation capacity (drift capacity).

ec ^ 0 d (6.18)
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Similarly, the rotation demand (0d) consists of two components as follows;

(6.19)

Based on Eqs. 6.4 and 6.19, and using the linear distribution of elastic curvature as shown in 

Figure 5.6, 6ed and dd can be expressed as follows;

0 ^ = ^ - (6.20)

hw (hw-Q.5X)
(6.21)

Estimating the elastic displacement (Aed) as the total displacement (Arotaj) divided by force 

modification factor (R), Eq. 6.21 can be reformatted through the following sequence of 

equations to calculate the demanded rotation as follows;

O  _  A total

d Rh„
+

(hw-  0.5Xp)
(6 .22-a)

q   A total

R
1 + (/? - l)

(hw-0.5Xp)
(6 .22-b)

g _ A
R

(Rhw —0.5XJ 
h„(hw-  0.5X)

(6 .22-c)

[Rhw - 0 .5 ^ ) ' 

{hw-  Q.5X)
(6 .22-d)

Eq. 6.22-d is equivalent to the code provision equation for steel-reinforced shear walls (Eq. 

6.16). Similar to steel-reinforced shear walls, the force modification factor (R) and the plastic 

hinge length (Xp) are essential for estimating the demanded rotation. The total demanded 

rotation may be taken conservatively equal to the elastic drift and neglect the inelastic portion
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(substitute Aed by Atotai and Aid = 0 in Eq. 6.21) for the GFRP-reinforced shear walls, which 

results in;

 Atotai (6.23)

The rotation capacity (0r)  was split to elastic and inelastic portions, as shown in Figure 6.1-c, 

and expressed as follows;

dc=ee<+ek (6.24)

where 6ec is the elastic rotation capacity, and 6lc is the inelastic rotation capacity.

For the elastic curvature, linear distribution was used in this study (Figure 6.1-a). Therefore, 

the elastic drift 6ec is computed from (Takahashi et al. 2013);

^c=f%-Tr-V (6-25)w 2 6 a J

where a  is the shear span length which, in this study, equals the wall height, this results in;

The inelastic curvature can be estimated assuming that the maximum inelastic curvature (0 )  

is uniform over a plastic hinge length (\ p) as shown in Figure 6.1-b.

Substituting Eqs. 6.26 and 6.27 into Eq. 6.24 leads to the equation to compute the rotation 

capacity;

(6.26)

0 l c =(<Pc - 4 > J X p (6.27)

(6.28)

The rotation capacity (dc) calculated in Eq. 6.28 is depending on the curvature at end of elastic 

stage (0 ec) which has to be defined, and at the curvature at ultimate stage (0 C) which is
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calculated from Eq. 6.2. Accordingly, to calculate the deformation capacity of a GFRP- 

reinforced shear walls, there is a need to define the elastic curvature capacity, estimate the 

plastic hinge length ( \p), beside calculating the horizontal length of the flexural compression 

zone (c) based on plane sectional analysis, and specifying the ultimate concrete compressive 

strain ecu. The next section will be evaluating the force modification factor (R) and plastic 

hinge length (kp) of the tested wall specimens based on the experimental results.

6.4. Drift Capacity of GFRP-Reinforced Shear Walls

From the test results, GFRP-reinforced shear walls were able to dissipate energy and 

experienced hysteresis response with no strength degradation (Chapter 4). Accordingly, to 

complete the design steps, it is necessary to evaluate the value of force modification factor (R), 

in return, an idealization of the actual lateral load-displacement response of the tested walls is 

needed as will be discussed in the following sections.

6.4.1. Idealized Load-Displacement Response

The idealized load-displacement response was obtained based on the actual load-displacement 

response, which is the envelop curve of the hysteretic load-displacement response. As the 

loading scheme was symmetric with excursions of equal displacement magnitude in the two 

loading directions, this resulted in two potential idealized load-displacement curves. Should 

the two directions not exhibit similar behavior, the direction that results in the lower value of 

R, should generally be utilized (Driver et al. 2000).

To generate the bi-linear idealization of the test results, a well defined explicit must be clear 

between the elastic and inelastic deformation. For steel-reinforced shear walls the elastic 

region is ended at the yield-deformation point (Ar), and the inelastic region is ended at the 

maximum deformation point (Au). For GFRP-reinforced shear walls, the elastic region ends at 

the start of inelasticity of the concrete (Ae), i.e. deterioration of concrete at the compressed end 

of the wall, and the inelastic region ends at the maximum deformation point (A j. The major 

difference between steel- and GFRP-reinforced shear walls is the absence of yielding 

phenomenon in GFRP bars. For this reason, the transverse point between elastic and inelastic
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region of GFRP-reinforced shear walls is defined, herein, as virtual yield deformation point 

(Ae) corresponding to the point at which concrete at the wall ends starts to deteriorate under 

compression stresses. Accordingly, to produce the bi-linear idealized curve, two deformation 

points had to be well defined; Ay or Ae, and Au for each wall specimen.

There are several useful discussions in the literature regarding the appropriate definition of 

elastic and inelastic deformation limits (Park 1989, Paulay and Priestley 1995). Therefore, 

some of available procedures are briefly presented herein and subsequently the best procedure, 

reflecting the findings from experimental results, was used. Park (1989) discussed the 

definition of the two main points needed; Ay, and Au. The yield point (Ar) was defined as one 

of; (1) yield displacement of the equivalent elasto-plastic system with the same elastic 

stiffness and ultimate load as the real system, (2) yield displacement of the equivalent elasto- 

plastic system with the same energy absorption as the real system, and (3) yield displacement 

of the equivalent elasto-plastic system with reduced stiffness found as the secant stiffness at 

either first yield or at 0.75 of ultimate load (P u) whichever is less, where 0.75Po is due to 

cracking.

The other major point is estimating the maximum deformation point (AJ, where Park (1989) 

suggested four possible assumptions; (1) maximum displacement corresponding to a particular 

limit value for compression strain (ec) , (2) displacement corresponds to ultimate load carrying 

capacity (Pu), (3) post-peak displacement at 20% reduction of the load carrying capacity, and 

(4) displacement at which the longitudinal or transverse reinforced material fracture under 

tension or buckles under compression.

Other common procedures that are used in Europe, Australia, North America, and Japan for 

estimating the idealized curve from actual load-displacement curves generated from laboratory 

tests are explained as follows (Munoz et al. 2008);

European Committee for Standardization (CEN 2005)

CEN (2005) uses a secant and a tangent line defined according to the load-displacement curve 

to determine the yield point (Ay). The first line represents the initial stiffness, which is 

connecting the two points corresponding to 0.1PU and 0.4Pu. This secant line forms an angle a
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with the displacement axis. The second stiffness line is tangent to the load-displacement curve 

at an angle /? equals to one sixth of initial stiffness angle (a). The yield point is determined as 

the intersection of the two predefined lines (Figure 6.2-a).

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO)

In this case the yield point is obtained by multiplying the value of the displacement 

corresponding to QAPU by a factor of 1.25 (Figure 6.2-b).

tan B  =1/6 tan a

(a) CEN

Py
max0.4 P,

Ay — 1.25 AQ4Pu

(b) CSIRO

Load

0.8PU "

(c) EEEP

0.9PU

•xy Au A

(d) Yasumura and Kawai

Figure 6.2 -Methods to estimate idealized load-displacement curves 

Equivalent Energy Elastic-Plastic Curve (EEEP)

The bi-linear idealized curve represents elastic-plastic behavior (Figure 6.2-c). The area below 

the actual curve is assumed equivalent to the area under the bi-linear curve. The first straight 

line corresponds to the initial stiffness, defined between 0.0 and QAPU. Maximum deformation 

point is defined as the post-peak displacement at 20% reduction of the load carrying capacity 

(/>*)•
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Yasumura and Kawai (Y&K)

The initial stiffness is connecting the two points corresponding to 0.1 Pu and 0.4P„ (same 

procedure as CEN 2005). A tangent to the load-displacement curve parallel to a straight line 

connecting points corresponding to 0.4PU and 0.9PU is determined, which represents the 

immediate post-elastic zone before reaching the peak load. The intersection between the initial 

stiffness line and the tangent line is projected horizontally towards the load-displacement 

curve to obtain the yield displacement (Ay) (Figure 6.2-d).

Based on the above discussed reviews of existing idealization methods for shear walls, as well 

as data interpretation procedures for non-linear testing (Park 1989), a choice was made to 

incorporate the Equivalent Energy Elastic-Plastic (EEEP) bi-linear idealization method as 

recommended by NBCC (2005). This approach was selected because it has been commonly 

applied to many types of shear walls (concrete and steel systems, timber, log, steel sheet 

sheathing, and masonry shear walls) including those having similar load-displacement 

response to GFRP-reinforced shear walls (Branston et al. 2005, Rogers et al. 2011, Shedid et 

al. 2009, Kessler 2010). Meanwhile, the definition of displacement at ultimate (A„) is modified 

for the GFRP-reinforced shear walls as discussed below.

In a practical definition from experimental vision, the shear wall starts inelastic deformation 

when loses its self-centering behavior (cracks becomes unable to close and realign during 

unloading), and where permanent deformation becomes associated with the wall. The steel- 

reinforced shear wall (ST 15) lost its self-centering behavior after yielding of first longitudinal 

bar in boundary at Ay = 15 mm. However, in the GFRP-reinforced shear walls, Ae ranged 

between 40 and 50 mm at concrete compressive strain ranged between 0.003 and 0.0035, at 

which the permanent deformations were initiated, subsequently, the self-centering behavior 

was completely lost at almost Ae = 70 mm, which associated with the vertical spoiling of 

concrete cover.

For steel-reinforced shear walls, the ultimate displacement (A j is well recognized to be 

defined at 20% loss of ultimate lateral strength (NBCC 2005). On the other hand, the ultimate 

displacement in GFRP-reinforced shear walls ends at the ultimate lateral strength where the 

transverse reinforcement ruptured and longitudinal reinforcement fractured under compression
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{̂ capacity)- However, in this study, as a conservative value and to avoid collapse, the maximum 

allowable displacement corresponding to an earthquake (A„) for GFRP-reinforced shear walls 

was defined to be always smaller than the actual displacement capacity (Acapac/,y) before 

reaching failure. This maximum limit of Au is set to be equal to 87.5 mm (corresponding to 

2.5% drift), which is the maximum allowed drift under seismic loads in the UBC (1988) and 

NBCC (2005). Confinement details should be considered in design according to the concrete 

compressive strain attained at the suggested value of A u (2.5% drift).
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Figure 6.3 -  Idealized load-displacement curves for tested wall specimens

Based on the determination of A y , Ae, and Au from the experimental results in this study, the 

idealized load-displacement curves were obtained based on a well defined initial stiffness,
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maximum allowable displacement, and equivalent energy approach. The initial stiffness was 

taken equal to the secant stiffness at the first major crack, which was taken at 40% of ultimate 

load for steel- and GFRP-reinforced walls (Figure 6.3). The idealized load-displacement curve 

was obtained using the equivalent energy approach. The equivalent energy approach balances 

areas between the actual results and the bi-linear idealization (Figure 6.3).

As shown in Figure 6.3, the idealized load-displacement curves consist of two portions: the 

elastic limit corresponding to Ar  for ST15 and Ae for GFRP-reinforced shear walls, and the 

inelastic deformation part. The elastic limit corresponds to the yielding point in ST 15 which 

was found Ay = 14.69 mm from the idealized curve, while Ar = 15 mm from the experimental 

results. It can be noticed that the idealized curve well predicted the yield displacement (Ay) for 

ST15. Meanwhile, for the GFRP-reinforced shear walls, the elastic displacements (Ae); 

corresponding to virtual yield point, were 53.6, 45.1, and 41.5 mm from the idealized curves 

of G15, G12, and G10, respectively. Similar values (virtual yield points) ranging between 40 

to 50 mm were obtained from the experimental envelope curves of the GFRP-reinforced shear 

walls at concrete compressive strain ranged between 0.003 and 0.0035. These results assessed 

the assumptions to obtain the idealized load-displacement curves and provided a count on the 

method to calculate the force modification factor (R) for GFRP-reinforced shear walls.

6.4.2. Force Modification Factor (R)

When a structure responds elastically to ground motions during a severe earthquake, the 

maximum response acceleration may be several times the maximum ground acceleration 

depending on structure’s mass, stiffness, strength, and dissipated energy. Therefore, the design 

seismic lateral loads recommended by codes are less than the elastic response inertia forces 

induced by a major earthquake. Experience in previous earthquakes showed that structures 

designed with reduced seismic forces survived due to the ability to dissipate energy, and 

decrease the stiffness caused by accumulating damage, with avoiding all brittle failures and 

well designing of critical regions deforming in-elastically (Ghosh 1993).

The design lateral load is lower than equivalent lateral force representing elastic response by a 

force modification factor {R). This force modification factor (R) was taken to reflect the 

ductility of the structure, showing capability to dissipate energy through inelastic behavior, but
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recently was also included several key features such as energy absorption and the ability to 

sustain load and stiffness under reversed cyclic loading. While ASCE7 (2010) deal with the 

force modification factor as one value (R), NBCC (2005) produced the force modification 

factor by; ductility-related force modification factor (Rd), and overstrength-related force 

modification factor (Ra).

According to CSA S806 (2012), Clause 12.4.2.3, considering the lack of research in the 

hysteretic behavior and energy dissipation of FRP-reinforced members, the design lateral load 

is determined based on ductility- and overstrength-related force modification factors (Rd and 

R0) equal to unity.

The experimental results, in this study, showed that the GFRP-reinforced shear walls were 

able to dissipate energy and experienced hysteresis response with no strength degradation. 

This behavior is a step toward more research on studying the behavior of FRP-reinforced 

members to resist seismic loads. Accordingly, there is a need to evaluate the value of force 

modification factors (R d  and R0) as setting them to unity is very conservative. Inelastic time 

history analysis indicates that the structure behavior depends on the structure natural period. It 

was observed that for structures with natural periods greater than the maximum elastic spectral 

response, the maximum displacement achieved by that system is similar to those obtained 

from an elastic system with equal initial stiffness of the structure (Paulay and Priestley 1995). 

This observation is referred to “equal displacement principle" and is used in steel-reinforced 

concrete structures. While for shorter-period structures, it was found that the ductility can be 

reasonably estimated by equating the energy dissipated by the system (i.e. area under the 

idealized load-displacement curve) and the energy dissipated by the elastic structure with same 

initial stiffness. This approach is referred to “equal energy principle" (Paulay and Priestley 

1995). The equal energy principle was applied through this study for the GFRP-reinforced 

shear walls, where it was found to be more representative.

Ductility-related force modification factor (Rd)

The idealized load-displacement curves for the tested walls (Figure 6.3) were used to obtain 

the ductility-related force modification factor (Rd). In the current design codes, the elastic
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stage up to Ae represents the designed capacity (strength capacity) equal to or exceeding the 

required factored code specified seismic forces {Pi) which is the maximum load of the 

idealized load-displacement curve as shown in Figure 6.4. While, P2  is the design seismic 

force due to an earthquake of intensity as specified for the given seismic map area, but 

correspond to fully elastic structural response. P2  was obtained using “equal displacement 

principle” for the steel-reinforced shear wall, as illustrated in Figure 6.4-a, and based on 

“equal energy principle” for the GFRP-reinforced shear walls (Figure 6.4-b, c, and d).

Pi

reO

max

kcapacity

reo equal energy 
principal

P ,

Ay A„

Displacement 

(a) ST  15

Displacement 

(b) G 15
• o  i  kreo

equal energy 
A principal

equal energy 
A principal

Displacement 

(c) G12

kcapacity kcapacity
Displacement 

(d) G10

Figure 6.4 -  Calculation of Ductility-related response modification factor (Rd).
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Rd was calculated as the ratio P2 /  Pi. As listed in Table 6.1, Rd for GFRP-reinforced shear 

walls ranged from 1.5 to 1.8 increasing with increasing aspect ratio, and equals 6 for the steel- 

reinforced shear wall. According to NBCC (2005), for steel-reinforced seismic resistance 

systems, the value of Rd ranges from 5.0 for very ductile systems to 1.5 for systems that are 

not detailed for ductility (brittle systems). The NBCC (2005) recommended /^ v a lu es  assess 

the estimated values for the tested steel-reinforced shear wall and support recommending Rd 

for GFRP-reinforced shear walls to be 1.5.

Table 6.1 -  Derivation of force modification factors from experimental results

Wall Pu
(kN)

A*
(mm)

P,
(kN)

A„
(mm)

P2 
• (kN)

Rd
{ p m Rv Ryieid Rsh R0

ST15 476 14.7 439 90.0 2691 6.13 1.2 1.02 1.25 1.50
G15 586 53.6 462

87.5
695 1.50

1.3 1.03 — 1.37G12 449 45.1 330 561 1.70
G10 289 41.5 192 345 1.79

* and Af for steel- and GFRP-reinforced walls, respectively

Overstrength-related force modification factor (R0)

NBCC (2005) defines the overstrength-related force modification factor (/?J, for any level of 

ductility, as the accumulation of probable strength, accounting for all possible factors that 

contribute to strength based on the dependable portion of the reserve strength, divided by the 

required seismic design resistance at that level. Mitchell et al. (2003) prescribed the 

calculation of R0 in the NBCC (2005) as a function of several factors given as follows;

K  = Rsize R p  Ryield R s h  Rmech (6.29)

where Rsize is the rounding of sizes and dimension, Rv is the ratio between nominal and 

factored material resistance (= \l<p\ <p is the material resistance factor = 0.85 and 0.75 for steel 

and GFRP bars, respectively), Ryieid is the ratio of actual yield strength to guaranteed specified 

yield strength, Rsh is overstrength due to strain hardening, and Rmech is over-strength arising 

from mobilizing full capacity of structure (getting a collapse mechanism).

The value of R0 could be calculated for the GFRP-reinforced shear walls according to the 

overstrength arising from nominal to factored material resistance (i^,) and actual to guaranteed
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specified strength {Ryieid, referring to the actual and guaranteed ultimate tensile strength of 

GFRP bars), while, the rest of the factors {Rsize, RSh and Rmech) were set to unity. In the steel- 

reinforced shear wall, R0 was calculated according to Rsh in additional to R^ and Ryieid. 

Accordingly, R0 values were 1.5 and 1.37 for the steel- and GFRP-reinforced shear walls, 

respectively. The values of the calculated factors are listed in Table 6.1.

Generally, based on the above discussion, GFRP-reinforced shear walls can be considered as 

limited ductile structures according to CEN (2005) or as shear wall concrete systems 

according to NBCC (2005) with force modification factors; Rd = 1.5 and R0 = 1.3.

6.4.3. Plastic Hinge Length (kp)

In steel-reinforced shear walls, it is common to assume that the maximum inelastic curvature 

(0*) is uniform over a plastic hinge length (kp) ranging between 0.5 and 1.0 times the wall 

length (A*), which can be simply shown in a single wall as in Figure 6.1-b (Paulay and 

Priestley 1995). Bohl and Adebar (2011) showed that all previous experiments and analysis of 

steel-reinforced shear walls indicated that inelastic curvatures actually vary linearly in walls, 

which is shown in Figure 5.6-a for the wall ST 15 tested in this study. However, the concept of 

maximum inelastic curvature over \ p can still be used to obtain a reliable estimate of 

maximum rotation of walls (Bohl and Adebar 2011).

Observations of plastic hinge length for steel-reinforced column tests in previous research 

(Bayrak and Sheikh 2001) indicated that a typical failure in plastic hinge region is first formed 

by spalling of concrete cover causing buckling in longitudinal bars. The buckling happens 

between ties and in regions where bar was yielded in case of cyclic loading. Buckling is 

followed by severe internal micro-cracks in the concrete core which lead to failure caused by 

buckling in steel bars and concrete crushing. The steps of failure progression are illustrated in 

Figure 6.5-a (Bayrak and Sheikh 2001).

On the other hand, due to the linear-elastic behavior of GFRP bars, the term “plastic hinge” is 

not valid for the GFRP-reinforced shear walls. Therefore, “ virtual plastic hinge" is used 

instead to represent the large elastic strains of the GFRP bars and the wide cracks exhibited by
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the wall close to the base in addition to the micro-cracks in the concrete core under 

compression.

P

\
(1) Elastic (2) Cover spalling (3) Buckling initiation (4) Failure

(a) Failure of plastic hinge in steel-reinforced members (Bayrak and Sheikh 2001).

\
(1) Elastic (2) Cover spalling (3) Buckling initiation (4) Failure

(b) Typical failure of virtual plastic hinge in GFRP-reinforced members.

Figure 6.5 -  Failure progression of the tested wall specimens

Observation of the tested GFRP-reinforced shear walls showed concrete cover spalling at 

relatively similar height as in ST 15. From previous test results of GFRP-reinforced columns 

(Tobbi et al. 2012), similar behavior was observed, showing formation of “virtual plastic 

hinge’ at the same height as for steel-reinforced columns. Because GFRP bars cannot buckle, 

providing confinement is essential to eliminate early fracture of longitudinal GFRP bars. 

Accordingly, severe internal micro-cracks in the concrete core occurs leading to severe 

concrete crushing associated with the rupture of GFRP ties, followed by the sequential rupture 

of GFRP bars in the boundary under compression (Mohamed et al. 2013). The steps of failure 

progression are illustrated in Figure 6.5-b.
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Plastic hinge and "virtual plastic hinge" length for the tested steel- and GFRP-reinforced 

walls, respectively, was calculated from integrating the inelastic curvature distribution along 

the plastic hinge region by redistributing the actual linear distribution of inelastic curvature 

(Figure 6 .6-a) to an equivalent uniform distribution with height equal to the plastic hinge 

length (Figure 6 .6 -b) as expressed in the following equation;

X J — = (6.30)
P <t>,

(a) Actual 
distribution

(b) Idealized 
distribution

9 t = shaded
s: area

Figure 6 .6  -  D efin ition  o f  p lastic  h in ge  length  and an a lysis

The primary results assess the observations, giving kp equal to 0.67/*, 0.57/*, 0.62/*, and 

0.70/* for ST15, G15, G12, and G10, respectively. The experimental results of Bohl and 

Adebar (2011) showed the plastic hinge length in steel-reinforced shear walls equal to 0.67/* 

as determined for the steel-reinforced shear wall (ST 15) in this study.

Based on observations and calculations, showing similar kp for steel- and GFRP-reinforced 

shear walls, the “virtual plastic hinge" length in GFRP-reinforced shear walls could be 

estimated with similar value to steel-reinforced walls (although different failure mechanism 

was observed for steel- and GFRP-reinforced shear walls); i.e. kp equal to 0.5 /* and /* for 

lower and upper limits, respectively. Meanwhile, designer has to consider the major difference 

between the failure mechanisms in both specimens. As the plastic hinge of the steel-reinforced 

shear wall was due to buckling of longitudinal bars at the yielding position, its formation was 

clear and represented by the high values of inelastic curvature comparing to the elastic one. 

While the GFRP-reinforced shear walls exhibited relatively large elastic curvature comparing
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to the inelastic one, therefore, the “ virtual plastic hinge” effect was minor as it occurred due to 

the concrete degradation. This reveal the significance of well confined and detailed section in 

GFRP-reinforced shear walls.

6.5. Simplified Expressions for Design of GFRP-Reinforced 

Shear Walls

Similar to steel-reinforced shear walls, procedure is taken to simplify the design steps. The 

proposed design equations explicitly calculate the rotation capacity and the demanded rotation. 

The rotation capacity was calculated based on Eq. 6.28, which depends on the elastic 

curvature capacity, the ultimate curvature capacity, and the “ virtual plastic hinge” length.

The elastic curvature capacity ( 0 ec) was estimated based on the experimental results 

corresponding to the virtual yield point. The experimentally calculated elastic curvature was 

0.00756, 0.007386, and 0.0132 rad/m, for G15, G12, and G10, respectively. The obtained 

elastic curvature values were normalized to each wall length resulting in 0.01 l/lw, 0.009//„. and 

0.01 3//jv for G15, G12, and G10, respectively. Accordingly, the elastic curvature capacity 

( 0 ec) was taken equal to 0.009//* as conservative (lower) value corresponding to the virtual 

yield point. It is clear that, the estimated elastic curvature value for GFRP-reinforced shear 

walls is larger than that estimated for steel-reinforced shear walls which is 0.003//*. (Adebar 

2010) due to the domination of plastic behavior of steel-reinforced shear walls over the elastic 

which is opposite in the GFRP-reinforced shear walls as the elastic behavior is the dominant.

The ultimate curvature capacity is calculated based on Eq. 6.2, where the ultimate concrete 

compressive strain (ecu) is taken 0.0035 for unconfmed concrete section. However, the 

ultimate concrete compressive strain had to reach much higher than the 0.0035 according to 

the confinement level and details of the concrete section. Well confined and detailed section is 

mandatory for GFRP-reinforced shear walls to achieve the required deformability, where ecu 

exceeded 0.007 based on the experimental results (Chapter 4). The neutral axis depth (c) was 

determined using plane sectional analysis.
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The ultimate curvature capacity is calculated based on Eq. 6.2, where the ultimate concrete 

compressive strain (ecu) is taken according to the confinement level and details of the concrete 

section -  well confined and detailed section is recommended for GFRP-reinforced shear walls 

to achieve the required deformability where ecu can be assumed to be taken 0.007 based on the 

experimental results or 0.0035 for unconfined concrete section which is not recommended -  

and the neutral axis depth (c) is determined using plane sectional analysis.

The “virtualplastic hinge" length (kp) varies between lw and 0.5 lw, for safety, the upper limit 

is used to estimate the demanded rotation and the lower limit is used to estimate the rotation 

capacity. Using the lower limit of plastic hinge length (\ p = 0.5Q  and the specified curvature 

values at virtual yield and ultimate, the expression of the rotation capacity can be expressed as 

follows;

0 =£ a X  _ 0 0045 + (3-003 h„ (g 31)
2 c lw

The rotation capacity (dc) for GFRP-reinforced shear walls is set to be equal to 2.5% drift 

(corresponding to moderate damage), which is the maximum allowed drift under seismic loads 

in the UBC (1988) and NBCC (2005) and 1.5% is taken as a minimum limt for the rotation 

capacity (Duffey et al. 1994). The rotation capacity for the GFRP-reinforced shear walls is 

calculated according to the proposed equation (Eq. 6.31) considering the maximum concrete 

compressive strain (ec) equals to 0.0035 and 0.007 for the unconfined and confined concrete 

section, respectively. Assuming ec equals to 0.007 for the confined concrete section is 

considered as a conservative value as the actual ecu based on the experimental results exceeded 

0.007 and ranged between 0.008 and 0.009 for the three GFRP-reinforced shear walls. Table 

6.2 listed the calculated rotation capacities at 0.0035, 0.007, and actual ecu.

Table 6.2 -  Rotation capacity

Wall
Exp drift 

(%)
ec (%)

ec = 0.0035 ec = 0.007 ec = actual

G15 3.1 1.74 2.34 2.94
G12 3.0 1.84 2.31 2.85
G10 3.4 1.99 2.57 3.13
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As shown in Table 6.2, the estimated rotation capacity exceeded the minimum limit (1.5%) at 

the unconfmed concrete section (ec = 0.0035) and achieved the desired rotation capacity 

(2.5%) at the confined concrete section assuming ec = 0.007. Moreover, the proposed equation 

could predict the experimental drift when using the actual concrete compressive strain attained 

at the experiment. Accordingly, the rotation capacity of GFRP-reinforced shear walls depends 

basically on the confined concrete compressive strain and the wall length

On the other hand, the rotational demand {dj} can be calculated based on Eq. 6. 22-d with 

setting the upper limit of kp to lw as follows;

where Ae(j is the displacement calculated from the nominal strength of the shear wall according 

to the following equation;

stiffness of the shear wall, where EcIe is the effective stiffness and is taken as a percent of the 

gross stiffness of uncracked section {ECQ  based on the experimental results as will be 

subsequently discussed. The second part corresponds to the shear stiffness of the reinforced 

shear walls, where Gc is the concrete shear modulus and is assumed as 0.4 of the elastic 

modulus Ec and ASh is the effective shear area (area between the extreme compression fiber 

and the center of the tension reinforcement). The effective shear area of an elastic 

homogenous uncracked member with a slender section equals to Ash = (5 + 5v)f (6 + 5v) Ag (Ag 

= bwQ  which result in ASh = 0 .8 6 /^ for v = 0.2, which is a typical Poisson’s ratio of concrete. 

However, the effective shear area for cracked section equals 0.Sbwlw (ACI 318-08) which is 

approximately 7% smaller than the shear stiffness of an elastic homogenous uncracked 

member (Beyer et al. 2011).

e  _ (Rhw-0.51„)
d h w ( A . - 0 .5 /J

(6.32)

(6.33)

where P  is the design lateral force. The first part of the equation corresponds to the flexural
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The effective flexural stiffness for steel-reinforced shear walls is specified as Ie = 0.35Ig for 

cracked walls (CSA A23.3 clause 10.14.1.2). However, the effective flexural stiffness for 

GFRP-reinforced shear walls is not specified in the codes and, therefore, was obtained based 

on moment-curvature relation (M-Q relationship) which is represented as follows;

<P El
d lU , 
dx2

(6.34)

where <P is the curvature, M  is the moment, E l  is the flexural stiffness, and Uf is the flexural 

displacement. Results of M -0  relationship are shown in Figure 6.7. The results indicated a 

significant reduction from the elastic stiffness.
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The flexural stiffness (secant stiffness) varies during elastic stage from initial uncracked to 

fully cracked section. Secant stiffness was calculated for each loading cycle and was 

normalized to the initial elastic stiffness (EIseJ E Q . Envelop value of normalized secant 

stiffness (EIseJE lg) are plotted in Figure 6.8. Figure 6.8 is used to refer the effective stiffness 

{EQ value as a percentage of elastic flexural stiffness {EQ. For the three GFRP-reinforced 

shear walls, a relatively small variation of normalized secant stiffness ranged between 0.12 

and 0.20 could be identified. Accordingly, 0.15 of initial elastic stiffness {EQ might be 

appropriate for effective stiffness at cracked sections.

A minimum value for da of 0.4% must be provided to insure minimum level of deformability 

for GFRP-reinforced shear walls as the case for steel-reinforced shear walls according to CSA 

A23.3 (2004). The rotation demand based on Eq. 6.32 was calculated for the tested GFRP- 

reinforced shear walls and found to be 1.62, 1.67, and 1.78% for G15, G12, and G10, 

respectively. The calculated rotation demand is close to the rotation capacity considering 

unconfined concrete section (Table 6.2); however, the calculated rotation capacity considering 

the confined concrete section was well above the rotation demand as required by the design 

condition given in Eq. 6.18.

6.6. Ductility Index

Where the pervious section calculated the ductility-related force reduction factor (R^ 

depending on the idealized load-displacement curve of the tested shear wall specimens, this 

section tend to assess this value by calculating the ductility factor (u) using different 

approaches commonly applied to determine the ductility factor.

Ductility factor is important to ensure large deformations and is obviously important in 

seismic where the ability to absorb energy is of prime importance. Thus, it may be considered 

a criterion for determining feasible ranges of reinforcement percentages, between minimum 

and maximum (or balanced) values (Cohn and Riva 1991). Ductility is a measure of how 

much deformation or strain a material can withstand before breaking. Unless ductility 

requirements are satisfied in FRP-reinforced members, FRP cannot be used with confidence.
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In steel-reinforced structures, the most convenient quantity to evaluate the structure’s capacity 

to develop ductility is displacement (ua), where for steel-reinforced structures ductility equals 

the ratio of displacement at ultimate to displacement at yield as follows;

A.. (6.35)

It was easily to identify the displacements at ultimate and yield for ST 15 resulting in 

displacement-based ductility factor (na) equal to 6.1. However, for the GFRP- reinforced shear 

walls, was calculated based on the ratio of the maximum allowable displacement (Au) to the 

elastic (virtual yield) displacement (Ae) -  obtained from the idealized load-displacement 

curves (Figure 6.4) -  expressed as follows;

(6.36)

Table 6.3 -  Ductility factors

W all Aa
j j 0 J H e

ec = 
0.001

Ec =
0.0035

Ec =  
0.001

Ec =
0.0035

original m odified

ST15 6.1 6.7* 6.7* — — 6.0 1.8
G15 1.6 7.7 1.5 22.0 2.1 4.4 1.23
G12 1.9 7.9 1.9 21.7 2.6 4.0 1.19
G10 2.1 8.2 2.0 23.2 3.5 4.2 1.23

* Calculated based on steel yield curvature J  = Deformability factor 

f iA = displacement-based ductility factor f i E = energy-based ductility factor

/j<p=curvature-based ductility factor ec = concrete compressive strain

The resulted values of /rA are listed in Table 6.3. The calculated for GFRP-reinforced shear 

walls is relatively small comparing to the one of the steel-reinforced shear wall. This is due to 

the large percentage of elastic displacement (Ae) in GFRP comparing to the yield displacement 

(Ay) in steel to the maximum allowable displacement (A„). Although, the displacement 

ductility of the steel-reinforced shear wall is almost 3 times the GFRP one, the deformation is 

concentrated -  in the steel-reinforced shear wall -  at the yielding region once yielding has 

commenced (Park 1989), while due to the absence of yielding phenomenon in GRFP 

reinforcement; the deformations are well distributed along the wall’s height. Therefore, the 

displacement ductility may not be a convenient value to evaluate deformability of GFRP-
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reinforced shear walls, however, it is important to calculate the force modification factor (Rd). 

Rd can be calculated based on the value of displacement ductility based on Eq. 6.37, which 

resulted in (Rd) equal 1.48, 1.67, and 1.79 for G15, G12, and G10, respectively, which is 

similar to the predicted one based on the idealized load-displacement curves (Table 6.1).

/ W 2 / G - 1  (6-37)

Another common approach to determine ductility for steel-reinforced structures is the 

curvature-based ductility factor (n$) (Park 1989). The curvature ductility factor can be 

expressed as follows;

u - to .  or u . = *l (6.38)
* <Py  * <t>e

where 0 U is the ultimate curvature of the section and 0 y is the yield curvature. 0 y was 

measured at the first observed yield in tensile reinforcement of steel-reinforced shear wall. 

Meanwhile, for GFRP-reinforced shear walls, the virtual yield curvature, referred as 0 e, was 

obtained at a concrete compressive strain equals 0.001 which was assumed as the beginning of 

inelastic deformation of concrete in previous research on FRP-reinforced concrete members 

(Jaeger et al. 1995, Tighiouart et al. 1998, CSA S6.1S1-10). The maximum curvature for 

GFRP-reinforced shear walls was determined at 2.5% drift (maximum allowable drift).

Table 6.3 showed the results of curvature ductility factor (j.i<p) for GFRP-reinforced shear walls 

which were inconsistently higher than n<t> of steel-reinforced shear wall. These results indicate 

inappropriate method to calculate the deformability for the GFRP-reinforced shear walls. 

Therefore, as a trial for a consistent value of curvature-based ductility comparable to the one 

of steel-reinforced shear wall, the curvature ductility factor was recalculated for the tested 

GFRP-reinforced shear walls setting virtual yield (elastic) curvature 0 e at concrete 

compressive strain approximately equal 0.0035, corresponding to the transverse point between 

elastic and inelastic portions. The resulted curvature-based ductility showed reasonable values 

of fi0  equal to 1.5, 1.9, and 2.0 for G15, G12, and G10, respectively (Table 6.3).
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A concept based on deformability rather than ductility has been proposed to ensure that there 

is enough deformation of FRP reinforced structures before failing (Jaeger et al. 1997 and 

Newhook et al. 2002). In this section the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CSA 

S6.1S1-10) is adopted to compute deformability factor (J), which shall be at least 4.0 for 

rectangular sections and 6.0 for T-sections, with /calculated as follows;

J  =  (6.39)
' " 0.001 00.001

For the GFRP shear walls, /  was calculated and resulted in 22.0, 21.7, and 23.2 for G15, G12, 

and G10, respectively. As the used moment and curvature were determined at a very low value 

of concrete compressive strain (0.001), high values of /  were reached due to well confined 

concrete which allowed the concrete compressive strain to reach more than 0.007 at ultimate 

(Chapter 4). Therefore, the deformability factor (J) was recalculated for moment and curvature 

values corresponding to concrete compressive strain equals 0.0035. Table 6.3 listed the 

original and modified deformability factor (.J) resulting in a large difference between the two 

procedures due to the difference between the values of moments and curvatures corresponding 

to 0.001 and 0.0035 concrete compressive strain. However, the calculated /  corresponding to

0.0035 showed more reliable values which were closer to the results of other procedures.

Naaman and Jeong (1995) proposed an energy based method to calculate ductility index (jje). 

Ductility index was defined as the ratio between the total energy (Etot) and the elastic energy 

(£e/) and expressed as follows;

Esl+i 
V E f i  J

(6.40)

where Etot is the total energy computed as the area under the load-displacement curve, and Eei 

is the elastic energy computed as the area of the triangle formed at failure load by a line 

having the weighted average slope of the two initial straight lines of the load deflection curve 

as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
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The ductility index (//£> was calculated for the four tested walls (Table 6.3). The results of 

displacement and curvature ductility for ST 15 assess the calculated value of ductility index 

based on energy (fig = 6), while fjg was approximately 4 for the three GFRP-reinforced shear 

walls.

•inel

Horizontal displacement at top of wall 

Figure 6.9 -  Schematic of calculating energy based ductility index fjg.

As the tested walls were cyclically loaded, Eej could be redefined as the area of the triangle 

formed under the unloading path of the cycle before failure as shown in Figure 6.9. The 

ductility index (fig) was recalculated with the redefined Ee/ using Eq. 6.40 which resulted in 

values of 1.8, 1.23, 1.19, and 1.23 for ST15, G15, G12, and G10, respectively. The 

recalculated values were totally different from those calculated based on the original definition 

of Naaman and Jeong (1995).

Comparing different ductility factors for GFRP-reinforced walls showed that, aspect ratio 

affects the ductility factors //a, fi<p0.0035. and J 0.0035. as increasing the aspect ratio slightly 

increases the ductility factor. This is due to the shear deformation effect, which is greater in 

lower aspect ratio than in higher aspect ratio, causing slightly lower elastic displacement (Ae). 

On the other hand, aspect ratio had no clear effect on ductility index based on energy 

dissipation (j J f) ,  showing similar ductility indices, while the test results showed increasing of 

the energy dissipated due to the decrease of the aspect ratio. This reveals modifications might 

be needed for this method especially for FRP-reinforced members subjected to cyclic load.
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Results also showed consistent values of //a, flip, and fa  for the steel-reinforced shear wall, 

while for GFRP-reinforced shear walls [JEm was the smallest ductility factor (~ 1.2), //a and 

<̂M).oo35 were almost same and relatively higher than //Em- A0035 and /Je were getting higher 

than the former values. //<*> and J  were even higher than the steel calculated ductility and 

therefore might be inappropriate. Accordingly, due to the different results of calculated 

ductility indices for the GFRP-reinforced walls, there is a need for a new method to calculate 

ductility in such structures differ from the concept used in steel-reinforced structures.

6.7. Conclusion

Based on experimental program of GFRP-reinforced shear walls under constant axial load and 

quasi-static lateral in-plane loading failed in flexure compression mode, leading to 

development of primary conceptions for designing such walls for adequate flexural ductility. 

To insure minimum deformability level in GFRP-reinforced walls, rotation capacity must be 

greater than or equal to the rotation demanded. Additional design information, including: force 

modification and overstrength factors, as well as definition and limits of plastic hinge length 

have been provided. It must be noted, however, that confinement is a basic design requirement 

for GFRP-reinforced walls, and therefore, well confined section to prevent buckling as 

specified in CSA S806 (2006) must be provided. Prior to the proposal of final provisions for 

seismic design, analytical studies that incorporate the load-displacement relationships of the 

shear walls are necessary. This includes nonlinear time-history dynamic analysis of GFRP- 

reinforced structures, designed according to the recommended procedure, under selected 

earthquake records, as well as shake table testing. These studies would allow better assessment 

of the demand on such type of shear walls and buildings.



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1. General Conclusion

This study was carried out on concrete shear walls in order to prove the validity of using 

GFRP bars in reinforcing shear walls to resist lateral loads. Four mid-rise reinforced concrete 

shear walls -  one reinforced with steel and three with GFRP bars -  dominated by flexural 

response, were presented. The findings are promising with respect to applications for GFRP 

bars. The coupling between flexural and shear deformations was investigated. The effect of 

each mode of deformation on the total displacement of the walls was studied. Flexural and 

shear deformation were obtained. Primary guidelines for seismic design of a slender FRP- 

reinforced shear walls in moderate earthquakes regions was presented. The procedure can be 

used to design an FRP reinforced wall to have adequate drift capacity limited to shear walls 

dominated by a flexural failure mode. Evaluations of experimental tests assessed the design 

procedure and provided a proposed value for force reduction factor. Based on these studies, 

the following concluding remarks can be drawn:

•  All specimens achieved their flexural strength with no sign of premature shear, sliding 

shear, bond and anchorage failure, or instability failure.

• The GFRP-reinforced walls had a pinched hysteretic behavior without strength 

degradation, indicating acceptable behavior of such walls.

• All the specimens showed a stable hysteretic behavior; with a drift capacity of over 3% 

for the GFRP-reinforced walls and 2.6% for the steel-reinforced wall.

• The GFRP-reinforced walls behaved elastically with realigned cracks and recoverable 

deformation of up to a lateral drift of 2%, corresponding to 80% of the ultimate lateral 

load.
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•  In spite of the elastic behavior of GFRP-reinforced walls, they achieved acceptable levels 

of dissipated energy compared to the steel-reinforced wall when the minimal residual 

force of GFRP is considered.

• The greatest advantage of using steel reinforcement in shear walls is having higher energy 

dissipation through inelastic deformation. In contrast, the greatest advantage of GFRP 

reinforcement is no permanent deformation at up to 80% of the ultimate capacity.

•  The plane sectional analysis can be used for the flexural design of GFRP-reinforced- 

concrete sections. Sufficient detailing at the boundary enhanced the confinement of 

concrete, which should be considered in design.

• The push-over (monotonic) FE analysis predicted the ultimate loads and the 

corresponding displacement within a reasonable range of error (less than 10%) ; however, 

the cyclic FE analysis provided a better prediction.

• Calculating the shear deformations based on the diagonal measurements (X configuration) 

only resulted in overestimation by more than 30%. Meanwhile, accounting for the vertical 

measurement effect results in estimations with differences of no more than 15%.

•  The GFRP-reinforced walls showed good distribution of the shear strains over the wall 

height. Nevertheless, the shear strain of the steel-reinforced wall was localized close to 

the base, which attributed the yielding of the longitudinal steel bars.

• Development of primary conceptions for designing GFRP-reinforced shear walls for 

adequate flexural ductility was carried out by explicitly calculating the rotation capacity 

and the demanded rotation.

• Additional design information, including: force modification factor, as well as definition 

and limits of plastic hinge length have been evaluated and presented.

• GFRP-reinforced walls can be considered as limited ductile structures (CEN 2005) or as 

shear wall concrete systems (NBCC 2005), with strength reduction factor Rd = 1.5 and 

R0= 1.3.
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• Althought the concept of plastic hinge is not applicable in GFRP-reinforced members, 

therefore, “ virtual plastic hinge” concept was used instead to represent the large elastic 

strains of the GFRP bars and the wide cracks exhibited by the wall close to the base. The 

“ virtual plastic hinge" length was estimated and found to have a close value to the steel- 

reinforced wall.

•  Confinement is a basic design requirement for GFRP-reinforced walls, and therefore, well 

confined section to prevent buckling as specified in CSA S806 (2006) must be provided.

Therefore, since the GFRP-reinforced shear walls attained good strength and deformation 

capacity as well as reasonable energy dissipation and stiffness degradation, GFRP 

reinforcement could be used in lateral resisting systems (shear walls), although further 

research is needed to allow better assessment of implementing such type of shear walls.

7.2. Recommendations for Future Work

The promising results provided impetus for constructing shear walls reinforced with GFRP 

bars and constituted a step toward using GFRP reinforcement in a lateral-resisting systems. 

Although the number of specimens tested in our study (four shear walls) is not enough to 

suggest the behavior of various types of shear walls, it clearly shows the issues that need to be 

addressed in the various code and guide provisions as the proposed design equations are still 

conceptual and in a need for additional research investigations. Further study has to be carried 

out to investigate such issues, including the following:

1. Elaborating more experimental works is highly recommended to generate data with 

emphasis on the following points;

a. Mid-size walls with different concrete dimensions.

b. Study the squat and high-rise walls reinforced with GFRP bars with different aspect 

ratios.
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c. Different levels of concrete confinement including, different tie spacing and 

reinforcement ratio, and horizontal length of the confined area.

d. Effect of different levels of axial load.

e. Minimum horizontal and diagonal reinforcement required in GFRP-reinforced shear 

walls specially for small aspect ratio.

2. Development of confinement model for FRP-reinforced members is in critical need.

3. Anchorage length and bond behavior under cyclic load. As in this work the development 

length specified in CSA S806 (2012) was multiplied by a factor equal to 1.25 is in a need 

to be verified.

4. Ductility or deformability index for FRP-reinforced members with confined concrete, 

which was found different from that for beams and slabs reinforced with FRP bars.

5. Dynamic analysis of GFRP-reinforced structures is necessary to obtain the damping and 

natural period of such structures.

These proposed studies would allow better assessment of the demand on such type of shear 

walls and buildings using GFRP reinforcement as well as establishing the design guidelines 

required for GFRP-reinforced shear walls and other laterally loaded members. Those steps 

will open widely the utilization of FRP bars to many other constructions such as parking 

garages, airports, buildings, stadiums, malls, etc.

7.3. Conclusion

Cette 6tude a 6te realisee sur les murs de cisaillement en beton afin de montrer la validite de 

l'utilisation des barres d ’armature en PRFV dans le renforcement des murs de cisaillement 

pour resister aux charges laterales. Quatre murs de cisaillement en beton arme dont l’un est 

renforce d'acier et les trois autres renforces de barres en PRFV soumis en grande partie & la 

flexion, ont ete presentes. Les resultats sont prometteurs en ce qui concerne l ’utilisation de 

barres en PRFV. Le couplage entre les deformations de flexion et de cisaillement a ete etudie.
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L'effet de chaque mode de deformation sur le deplacement total des murs a ete etudie. Des 

deformations en flexion et en cisaillement ont ete obtenues. Les principaux guides de calcul 

pour la conception parasismique d'un mur de contreventement arme de PRF dans les regions 

de tremblements de terre moderes ont ete presentes. La procedure peut etre utilisee pour 

concevoir un mur renforce de PRF pour avoir une capacity suffisante limitee a des murs de 

contreventements domines par un mode de rupture en flexion. Les evaluations des essais 

expgrimentaux ont justifie la procedure de conception et ont propose une valeur pour le facteur 

de reduction de force. Sur la base de ces etudes, les observations suivantes peuvent etre 

6nonc6es:

• Tous les echantillons ont atteint leur resistance a la flexion, sans aucun signe de 

cisaillement premature, de glissement, de rupture d'adherence et d'ancrage, ou de rupture 

d'instabilite.

• Les murs renforces de PRFV ont eu un comportement hysteresis, sans degradation de la 

resistance, ce qui indique un comportement acceptable de ces murs.

• Tous les echantillons ont montre un comportement d ’hysteresis stable, avec une capacite 

de plus de 3% pour les murs renforces en PRFV et 2,6% pour les murs en beton arme 

conventionnel.

• Les murs renforces de PRFV ont un comportement elastique avec des fissures realignees 

et des deformations recouvrables pouvant aller jusqu’a une deformation laterale de 2%, 

correspondant a 80% de la charge laterale ultime.

• En depit du comportement elastique des murs renforces de PRFV, ceux-ci ont atteint des 

niveaux acceptables de dissipation d ’energie par rapport aux murs renforces d ’acier 

lorsque la force residuelle minimale de PRFV est consideree.

• Le plus grand avantage de l'utilisation de l'armature d'acier dans les murs de cisaillement 

est une dissipation d'energie plus elevee pour une deformation inelastique. En revanche, le 

plus grand avantage de l'armature en PRFV est 1’absence de deformation permanente 

jusqu'a 80% de la capacite ultime.
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• L ’analyse de la section plane peut etre utilisee pour la conception en flexion des sections 

en beton renforce de PRFV. Des details sufflsants ameliorent le confinement du beton, ce 

qui devrait etre pris en compte dans la conception.

• L ’analyse par elements finis predit les charges ultimes et le deplacement correspondant ci 

l ’interieur d ’une fourchette d'erreur raisonnable (moins de 10%), mais l'analyse cyclique 

par elements finis fournit une meilleure prediction.

• Le calcul des deformations de cisaillement sur la base des mesures de diagonale (X 

configuration) ne conduit a une surestimation de plus de 30%. Pendant ce temps, les 

rdsultats de l’effet de mesures verticales dans les estimations avec des differences de 15% 

au maximum.

• Les murs renforces de PRFV montrent une bonne distribution des contraintes de 

cisaillement sur toute leur hauteur. Neanmoins, la deformation en cisaillement du mur 

renforce d’acier est localisee pres de la base et qui est attribuee a la plastification des 

barres longitudinales en acier.

• Le developpement des principales conceptions pour le design de murs de cisaillement 

renforces de PRFV pour une ductilite flexionnelle adequate a ete realise par un calcul 

explicite de la capacite de rotation et la rotation demandee.

• Des informations de design supplementaires, y compris le facteur de modification de 

force, ainsi que la definition et les limites de longueur de la rotule plastique ont ete 

evaluees et presentees.

• Les murs renforces en PRFV peuvent etre consideres comme des structures ductiles (CEN 

2005) ou comme des systemes de murs en cisaillement en beton (NBCC 2005), avec un 

facteur de reduction de resistance Rd = 1,5 et Ra = 1,3.

• Bien que la notion de rotule plastique ne soit pas applicable aux elements renforces de 

PRFV, le concept de "rotule plastique virtuelle" a ete utilise au lieu de representer les 

grandes deformations elastiques des barres en PRFV et les larges fissures que presente le
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mur a proximite de la base. La longueur de la "rotule plastique virtuelle" a efe estimee et 

s'est revelee avoir une valeur proche du mur renforce d ’acier.

• Le confinement est une exigence de base pour la conception de murs renforces de PRFV, 

et la done la section confmee pour eviter le flambage tel que specifle dans la norme CSA 

S806 (2006) doit etre fournie.

Par consequent, etant donne que les murs de cisaillement renforces de PRFV atteignent une 

bonne resistance et une capacite de deformation ainsi qu’une dissipation denergie raisonnable 

et une degradation de la rigidite, le renforcement en PRFV peut etre utilise dans les systemes 

de resistance laterale (murs de cisaillement), bien que des recherches suppiementaires soient 

necessaires pour permettre une meilleure evaluation de la mise en oeuvre ce type de murs de 

cisaillement.

7.4. Recommandations pour des Travaux Futurs

Les resultats prometteurs fournissent un nouvel elan pour la construction de murs de 

cisaillement renforces de barres en PRFV et constituent une etape vers l'utilisation de 

renforcement en PRFV dans des systemes de resistance laterale. Bien que le nombre 

d'echantillons analyses dans notre etude (quatre murs de cisaillement) n ’est pas sufflsant pour 

suggerer le comportement des differents types de murs de cisaillement, il est montre 

clairement les questions qui doivent etre abordees dans le code et les guides de calcul comme 

les equations de conception proposees sont encore a l ’etat conceptuel et un besoin pour des 

investigations suppiementaires. Une etude plus approfondie doit etre menee pour etudier ces 

questions, incluant ce qui suit:

1. Lelaboration de travaux experimentaux suppiementaires est fortement recommandee pour 

generer des donnees en mettant l'accent sur les points suivants;

a. Murs en beton de grandeur moyenne avec differentes dimensions.

b. fitudier les murs courts et de grande hauteur renforces de barres en PRFV avec 

differents taux d ’armature.
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c. Differents niveaux de confinement du beton, y compris, differents espacements 

d ’etriers et differents taux de renforcement, et la longueur horizontale de la zone 

confinee.

d. Effet de differents niveaux de charges axiales.

e. Renforcement minimum horizontal et diagonal requis dans les murs de cisaillement 

renforces de PRFV et specialement pour les petits taux.

2. Developpement dun modele de confinement pour les elements renforces de PRF est dans 

un besoin critique.

3. Longueur d'ancrage et le comportement a l’adherence sous charge cyclique. Comme dans 

cette etude la longueur de developpement dans la norme CSA S806 (2012) a ete 

multipliee par un facteur egal a 1,25, il y a lieu de proceder a une verification.

4. La ductilite ou 1’indice de deformabilite pour les elements renforces de PRF avec du beton 

confine, a ete trouve different de celui des poutres et des dalles renforcees de barres en 

PRF.

5. Une analyse dynamique des structures renforcees de PRFV est necessaire pour obtenir la 

periode d'amortissement de ces structures.

Ces etudes proposees devraient permettre une meilleure evaluation du besoin sur ce type de 

murs de cisaillement et des batiments en utilisant des renforcements en PRFV ainsi que 

1’etablissement de guides de design necessaires pour les murs de cisaillement renforces de 

PRFV et d'autres elements charges lateralement. Ces etapes permettront une utilisation plus 

large des barres en PRF a de nombreuses autres constructions telles que des garages, des 

aeroports, des batiments, des stades, des centres commerciaux, etc.
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